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_________ ALL THE HOME NEWS
BY THE ROCKLANO~’UBLISHING CO.

Subscription $3.00 per year payable lu ad
vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
^ery reasonable.
Communications upon topics of gene nil Inter
est are solicited.
Entered at the post office In Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates
Published every Tuesday, Thursday snd Sat
urday morning, from 40d Ma|u Street, Bodt'ap(t Mu[b®;

NEWSPAPER BISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
ind consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
'A 1801 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
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REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES

Mammoth Masonic Food Fair
*

at the Arcade

February 21-26,1921

WARD CAUCUSES
The Republicans of .Rockland are hereby noti
fied to meet in caucus in their several ward
rooms TUESDAY, FEB. 15, 1921, »t 7.30 p. ffl.
for the purpose of nominating in each ward a
full ticket of ward officers; to elect for each
ward a member of the city committee for the
ensuing year; and to transact such other busi
ness as may legally come before said caucuses

MAYORALTY CAUCUS

BETTER THAN EVER—MORE EXHIBITS—
MORE GIFTS—MORE MUSIC-MORE FUN

Tile Republicans of Rockland are hereby noti
fied to meet in caucus at City Council room.
Spring sued. WEDNESDAY. FEB. 16. 1921.
at 7.30 p: m., for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Mayor for tlie ensuing year; and
to transact such business as may legally come
before said caucus.
Per order,
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE,
J. A, Richan, Chairman,
•
.1. C. Wiley, Secretary,
Dated at Rockland Peb 4. 1921.

MONDAY EVENING

SIX MONTHS’ REST

The first 100 ladies to enter the fair will receive premiurAs as follows:
BO beautiful gift boxes of "Lady Love" Perfumes and Toilet Prepa
rations. and 50 other premiums.
250 boxes of Sparrow's Chocolates.
Music by Marston’s Orchestra.

Woodrcw Wilson Going
To Take
Things Easy After Leaving White
House.

Gigantic

TUESDAY—AFTERNOON
Washington’s Birthday

100 quarter pound packages of Ryzon Baking Powder, to the first
100 ladies t« enter the fair.
TUESDAY—EVENING

100 busts of Washington and 50 other premiums to be given to the
first 150 ladies lo enter the fair.
250 boxes of Sparrow's Chocolates.
Philharmonic. Society and Chorus of 50 voices.
Music by Marston’s Orchestra, afternoon and evening.
WEDNESDAY—AFTERNOON
Warren and Thomaston Day

Silver Polish fot the first 100 ladies to enter the fair.
Dog Show—All the pedigreed dogs.
100 Electro

WEDNESDAY—EVENING
Grocers

Mystery—guess what is coming. 100 assorted premiums including
10 Chubby Kids, to the first 100 ladles to enter the fair.

THURSDAY—AFTERNOON
Camden and Rockport Day
150 assorted prnndums and in addition 20 Poodle Dogs will be
given to the first 170 ladies to enter the fair.
THURSDAY—EVENING

100 quarter pound packages ef Ryzon Baking Powder and 10
Chubby Kids to the first 110 ladies to enter the fair.
250 boxes of Sparrow's Chocolates.
Philharmonic Society—Chorus of 50 voices.
Music by Marston's Orchestra afternoon and evening.

FRIDAY—AFTERNOON
Bean Day

Dog Show—All the pedigreed dogs in the county competing for
cash prizes.
100 full size cans of Heinz Oven Baked Beans to the first 100 ladies
to enter the fair.
FRIDAY—EVENING

Charlie Chaplin Contest—$5.C0 in gold, 1st prize; $2.50 in gold, 2d
prize; for best impersonation of Charlie Chaplin.
100 full size cans of Heinz Oven Baked Beans, and 24 assorted toilet
preparations to the first 124 ladles to enter the fair.
250 boxes of Sparrow’s Chocolates.
Music by Marston's Orchestra, afternoon and evening.
SATURDAY—AFTERNOON
Children’s Day -

Paper hats for the boys and girls; samples for the ladies.
SATURDAY—EVENING

Grand closing carnival—High School Chorus.
Dancing after 9.30.
Music by Marston’s Orchestra.
ADDITIONAL PRIZES—

500 packages of Elbow Macaroni—C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City,
N. J.
100 packages of Kitchen Bouquet—The Palisade Manufacturing Co., .
New York.
*
400 packages Arm & 'Hammer Soda—Church & Dwight Co., New
York.
300 Life Buoy Soap—Lever Bros.
150 packages Old Dutch Cleanser. .
200 cakes of Ooblin Soap—Cudahy Co.
There will be no confusion at the entrance. Envelopes will be
given at the door containing Instructions where to obtain prizes.

SEASON

TICKETS,

$1.50

FLAT

Afternoons, I 5c and war tax; Evenings, 25c and war tax

TICKETS ON SALE AT
J. F. Gregory & Son

Orel E. Davies

The Wight Co.

NIGHT PHONE 781 W.

DAY PHOltE 450.

.

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February 10, 1921.
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EVERY-OTHER-DAY

YOU’LL
BE SURPRISED,
Mr.
Business Man, at the pleasure you
get from sending flowers.
Take
Valentine’s Day.
If you send a
Floral Valentine to your wife you’ll
feel young all day—positively kippy.
She’ll be pleased, too. If you don’t
know what to choose, leave it to us.
We’ll put it over for you daintily
and gracefully. We don’t need to
remind the boys to send flowers—
tho wide-awake ones are already
putting in their orders.
VIOLETS
COLOf/lALS

Mammoth

i .n.i

courier-Gazette.

Single Copies Three Cents.
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President Wilson plans to go into
virtual seclusion for a time after
March 4.
Freed from the responsibilities of
office which have weighed heavily
upon him during his convalescence.
Mr. Wilson, his friends say, will shut
himself up for a period of intensive
rest and quiet in his new home in
Washington. He will deny himself to
all callers except immediate mem
bers of his family, it is said, and a
very few intimate friends.
No formal engagements are ex
pected to be made by the I’resident
until he has thoroughly adjusted him
self to private life. Even the writing
he has planned will be postponed for
several months, his friends say.
Mr. Wilson is understood to have
reeived a number of invitations to
Spend part of the summer out of
Washington but because of his delight
with the pleasant weather here last
summer the first he had spent in this
city it is regarded as unlikely that he
will accept any of the invitations.
For possibly six months, friends of
the President believe, his life will be
wholly taken up with recreation. His
chief diversion since his illness has
been reading. He is said to have
practically exhausted the field of de
tective stories, and more recently has
taken up novels and light narratives.
He also has given some time to polit
ical and historical works, and poetry.
Since his resumption last week of his
old custom of attending the theatre
the President is expected to continue
to find occasion more and more to
avail himself of this form of Recrea
tion. He also is expected to continue
his daily automobile rides.

HAM'S FUTURE

Everybody supposed it was settled
that Wardifft Ham was. to be Maine’s
next collector of Internal Revenue.
The Portland Herald persists, however,
in the belief that It is really Hon.
Obadiah Gardner’s job that Mr. Ham
is seeking. Here’s what the Herald
says, -for what it is worth:
"The latest hit of political gossip Is
that Chairman Frank .1. Ham of the
Republican State committee is cast
ing his eyes longingly towards the po
sition of chairman of the International
Joint Commission, which pays a sal
ary of $7,500 and expenses.
’
"The plum which has been, tenta
tively picked for Mr. Ham is that of
collector of internal revenue for Maine
to succeed Leon O. Tebbetts, which is
a fairly good political job so far as
political Jobs go, but the latest eeport
is that Mr. Ham seen the possibility
of securing backing for the larger and
more juicy plum higher up on the
tree, apd is going out after it.
"Some political dopesters believe
that he can land it, while others point
out that there are many other bound
ary States that are just as eager to
have a chairman of the International
Joint Commission as is Maine, and
that if Chairman Gardner’s scalp falls
there will be a general scramble
among the northern bolder States to
land the plum.
"Those who are barking Mr. Ham
are said to figure that if Maine is to
lose a member of its Congressional
delegation an argument can be afford
ed through this reduction for keeping
tlie joint commission chairmanship in
Maine and that this matter could be
satisfactorily adjusted by still keep
ing this important position in Maine,
even if a change in the appointee is
made. But Mr. Ham is a wise and
seasoned politician, and if he cannot
have the big plum he will probably
take the smaller one and look pleas
ant."
,
MR. MADDOCKS’ HOPES

ARMY BILL TO SENATE

The Army appropriation bill carry
ing approximately $329,090,000. and
providing for a force of only 150,000
men in 1922 was passed Tuesday by
the House, and sent to the Senate.
Telephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see it.

AMBULANCE CALLS

TWO GOOD THINGS

With careful and experienced men in
charge, gives prompt attention. We
use the utmost care and good Judg
ment in handling all cases.

The Oakland Park Band
Concert and Dance

Friday’s Bath Times said: "Hon.
Luther Maddocks of Boothbay Har
bor tfzi in Bath Thursday. • Mr.
Maddorks is one of the leading spir
its in the plan for building of a bridge
across the Kennebec, and iu tryng
hard to interest the people over the
state in the project. He realizes that
it will take time to get the prelimin
ary surveys made, and organization,
but hopes to have things In ship shape
order to present to the legislature two
years later, it is a big task, but the
people east of the Kennebec he says
are' vitally interested in it, and will
not be satisfied until they get either
a bridge or a tunnel.
“Mr. Maddocks is also promoting a
company to make fertilizer out of the
thousands of acres of mussel beds
which stretch along the coast between
Boothbay and Rockland. He hopes to
see a company organize to dredge
some of those beds where the mussels
lie six or more feet deep. Experts
find these mussels very rich as a fer
tilizer. and the only preparation need
ed is to grind th«m up slightly, which
can be done east y by special machnery.”

98 Gents
Drummers’ Samples

in Men’s and Woman’s Comfy
Slippers snd Feet Juliettes, value
up to $3.00 for .....................98c

W. L. DOUGLAS
SHOES FOR MEN
Stamped $10.00;
Stamped 9.50;
Stamped 9.00;
Stampel 8.50;
Stamped 8.00;
Stamped 7.50;

now
now
now
now
now
now

selling $8.00
selling 7.50
selling 7.00
selling 7.00
selling 6.50
selling 6.00

Practically the same Mark
Down on all leather goods
bought before the recent decline
in prices in Men's, Boys’, Wom
en's, Misses and Children's Shoes
Pumps and Oxfords.

CLOSING OUT
odd lots and discontinued lines
at less than half price.
FOR INSTANCE
1 lot Women’s Pumps and
Oxfords, reduced to ........... $1.98
1 lot Women’s Boots, t re
duced to ............................. $2.95
I lot Women's Rubbers, re
duced to ..................................49c
And some Women's Spats,
for ............................ 19c and 49c
THE PLACE WHERE YOU
CAN ALWAYS BUY RIGHT

AT THE ARCADE

UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

The Colonial Restaurant

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Anytime When Hungry

Cosiest Restaurant in city
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

YOU CAN ALWAYS

36 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Hour, 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Lv«Ris|i by Appointment
_
Telephone 313.
1-tf

Right at tha
PARK THEATRE FRUIT STAND
Fresh Candy. Full Lina of Cigars,

BUY FRUIT

for an intermiusion or after the
Dance Lunch

’■ 282 Main Street
17-18

Chairman Orne of. the Knox County Fund for
European Children has received the following tele

gram from the State chairman, Herbert J. Brown of Port-

AMERICAN LEGION

EVERYTHING IN

FOOTWEAR
(And Never Undersold)

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main St., Rockland, Maine

Fifty men have agreed to join a pro
posed aero unit of the Indiana Nation
al Guard at a meeting of Wabash, Ind.
Post of the American Legion. The
Legionnaires hope to practice with ten
airplanes soon.

• •«•

land:
•

.

“Hoover European Children’s Fund is with
in $20,000 of $150,000 quota for Maine. The
campaign ends Feb. 15.
Can you either raise
$1500 in your county by that time, or can you
get a group who will underwrite this amount
now, as your county share of the remaining
$20,000? In addition to the amounts you have
already sent in this is considerable reduction
from your county quota. We must not fail. I
make this final appeal fcr your utmost effort to
reach the goaf by Feb. 15.” '

From this point of view Chairman Orne has taken
up the matter with town chairmen and received prompt

indication of a purpose to co-operate in a filial effort that

shall meet this appeal of Chairman Brown.

There are '

some who have not yet contributed to this high call for
help, but arc purposing to do so.

Rockland’s fund has

been showing a steady gain and there remains not a very
large amount to raise.

Let those who have not con

tributed avail themselves promptly of the privilege.
Send their pledges to Arthur L. Orne; any contributions

left at The Courier-Gazette office or sent by mail will be

promptly turned over to him.

Scores of letters have been received
l»y the editor of the American Legion
Weekly urging that the American Le
gion request the State department to
obtain the release of the two Ameri
cans, who were captured in Germany
during an attempt to arrest Grover
Cleveland Bergdoll, America’s most
notorious draft dodger.
* • • •
Ninety new units of the Women's
Auxiliary of tlie American Legion wyre
chartered in the last two weeks, rais
ing the total number to 1,823.
Iowa
led with thirteen, followed by Indiana,
eleven. New York, ten, and Minnesota,
nine.

Tlie latest scheduled convention

rf the Auxiliary wifi lie held in the De
partment of Washington at Tacoma,
Feb. 17. 18 and 19. This will be the
■tenth State convention of the women’s
organization.
• • . *
/ New York ex-service men who have
been “hied" by loan sharks will be
protected, if a State legislature bin
backed by tlie American Legion is
passed. Legion officials charge that
the sharks lend money to veterans on
their discharge certificates at exorbi
tant rates of interest in the expecta
tion of recovering their principal when
the Stale bonus is paid- The bill sup
ported by the Legion would make It il
legal for any bonus to be assigned to
other titan the solider himself with the
exception of State and local disability
funds.

• • » •

WELL, HERE IT IS

Fertilizer That Grows Grass
and Kills Weeds Said To
Have Been Found.
*

j FRIDAY EV’NG, FEB. 11

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

EUROPEAN CHILDREN

—

Wants Kennebec Bridge, and a Com
Discovery of the long-sought fer
pany
to
Manufacture
Fertilizer tilizer that will grow grass and kill
From Mussels.
weeds is announced by the experi

SENSIBLE MR. HARDING

President-elect Harding has written
Mrs. Eli Fowler of Rochelle, Ills., de
clining with thanks her offer of “The
Flame of the Bronze,” champion tur
key at the recent National Poultry
Show in Chicago, for his first Thanks
giving dinner in the White House. He
expressed reluctance to “take food
| out of so valuable a bird while we are
preaching simplicity and thrift as one
■ of the necessary remedies to effect an
American cure."

SAVE THE

A Portland Newspaper Still
Has More Than 10,000 Posts
The
Hoover
Fund
Is
Well
Along
—
Knox
County
Asked
Insists That Warden Wants
Now—Auxiliary Is Also
To Complete Its Quota By Feb. 15.
Senator Gardner’s Job.
Growing.

CHINA LAKE FISHING

The commissioner of inland fisher
ies and game has received an emer
gency petition from the selectmen of
China asking that the board take im
mediate action toward closing China
Lake in that town and its so-called
tributary, Mud Pond, to all ice fish
ing except on Tuesday of each week.
They consider that an emergency
exists because of fear of depletion of
the fishing unless early restricted. It
is probable that a hearing will be held
next week.
.

Volume 76............ Number 18.

ment station of Rhode Island State
College as the result of 20 years of re
search. The realization of the dream
of gardeners the world over, a weed
less lawn is possible without trouble
or expense, according to the official
college statement merely by the use
of ammonium sulphate instead of ni
trate of soda in the annual application
of fertilizer, and "slowly but surely
the weeds will disappear and tlte
lawns will become the even velvety
green that is the envy of evegy neigh bor.”
"Gardeners have almost universally
advised supplying nitrogen as the
chief element in the plant food of
grass, in the form of nitrate of soda.”
says the statement. “This gradually
tends to create an alkaline condition
of the soil which is especially favor
able to the growth of weed. Soon the
grass is crowded out and the lawn
has an uneven appearance.
"By using
ammonium
sulphate
which is not more expensive, in the
same quantities as the nitrate of soda
the required amount of nitrogen is
furnished and the soil is kept In the
acid condition under which the grass
develops best, but the weeds are so
weakened tliat they are erdwded out.
"Experiments carried on gt the
Rhode Island state college with dif
ferent lawn grasses under various
methods of treatment have shown
lhat Rhode Island bent grass, the
grass that stands the closest clipping
for golf putting greens arfd fine lawns
is usually quickly crowded out by
course weeds. All attempts to better
the soil conditions made the weeds
grow faster than ever, except in the
case of ammonium sulphate which
shaped the grass and weakened the
weeds.
“Now after 20 years without any
other treatment than the ■ repeated
applications of the ammonium sul
phate this one plot stands out in
marked contrast to ail the others in
the experiment. Scarcely a weed can
be found, aril the even green of the
plot is an example of what the finest
lawns can so easily be."

PARK THEATRE

AS LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

Frank H. Ingraham and G. B. Butler
Will Use Influence In Augusta.

Among the men who will be found
In the Legislative lobby at Augusta
this session, officially known as legis
lative counsel and agents, are:
Frank II. Ingraham of Rockland,
employed by Gen. Knox Chapter,
Daughters of American Revolution,
Thomaston, to advocate the passage
of a resolve in favor of said chaptei,
appropriating money for a memorial
to Gen. Henry Knox at Thomaston.
Employed for ’session.
Gilford B. Butler of Rockland; em
ployed by selectmen of South Thom
aston, to oppose House Bill entitled
‘An Act to Divide South Thomaston.' ’’
Oscar H. Dunbar of Machias em
ployed by Eugene L. Kelley of Mc
Kinley, Me., superintendent there for
the William Underwood Co., of Bos
ton to promote certain legislation be
fore the Legislature, including act to
legalize and make valid certain acts
of South Thomaston in granting three
certain fish weirs to William Under
wood Co., lessee, and to Charles Rarkliffe at Muscle Ridge plantation to
promote ps.ssage of act for weir li
cense to William Underwood Co., at
what was formerly Mussel Ridge
Plantation, Employment ceases with
disposition of acts.

The American Legion reached the
ten thousand post mark Jan. 10, when
Foss Post of Foss, Oltla. was chartered
in a membership campaign. A total of
tO,044 posts was achieved the week
ending January 21, which registered a
jtain of twenty posts.
The Depart
ments of Illinois and Indiana led the
lists the last two weeks.
Extensive
activity in establishing new posts is
indicated from Southern Departments
of tlie Legion. Georgia is in the midst
of a strenuous campaign; Louisiana
seeks 10,000 members before the next
State convention and Florida will start
a drive for members soon.

PUT BACK LEAKING

•

• ♦ ♦ ♦

The people of the United States
in sympathy with efforts of veterans
to obtain the passage of the Fordney
bonus bill, ueording to Lemuel Belles,
Natlonul Adjutant of the American
Legion, who bases his opinion on re
ports from North Dakota, Oregon,
Minnesota, Illinois, and other stales.
The legislatures of the first three
states have passed resolutions urging
tile United States Senate to pass the
bill and a plebiscite of Legion members
in >Illlnols showed an overwhelming
sentiment in favor of the national
bonus. Ninety-nine per cent of the
Illinois Legionnaires also expressed
themselves in favor of a State bonus.
In spite of the unemployment situa
tion, which tends to increase the need
of veterans for ready money, 46 per
cent of the Illinois Legion members
prefered some form of compensation
other than cash.

GLENN STARKEY RESIGNS
Schooner Dorothy L. Brinkmann,
Capt. Nelsoon, which left Newport
State
Superintendent
of
News on Jan. 25gfor Sanchez. San Deputy
Schools Going Into Business
Domingo, with coal, has put hack in
a leaky condition, the result of having
Another proposed change at the
collided with a sunken obstruction In
State House comes as a surprise.
Hampton Roads.
Glenn W. Starkey, deputy State su
perintendent of schools will shortly re
SPEEDY HANDLE BOY
sign and take up his residence in
A Friendship correspondent writes Portland where he will engaged later
that there was another Interesting in the insurance business. He will
horse race on The Marsh Feb. 5. The probably move to Portland about
starters were Handle Boy, Lady Grey Aril 1.
It will be remembered that after
and Charlie W. Handle Boy won in
straight heats, trailed by Lady Grey the departure of the former State su
perintendent
Payson
Smith,
Mr.
and Charlie W. in the order named.
Starkey was acting State commission
er for quite a period and his work at
that time was highly commended. He
has had charge for some years of
some of the most Important branches
in the department.
July 1, 1911, Mr. Starkey became
the general agent of the schools of un
Rockland
organized townships of Maine, a po
sition which he relinquished to be
come deputy superintendent. Outside
of his official duties Mr. Starkey has
DOLLARS EARNING
been an authoritative writer on cer
tain historical matters.

SECURITY TRUST CO.

INTEREST WORK

The management offers a good bill
24 HOURS A DAY
today. "The White Moll" is very
much out of the ordinary for a feature,
while “Shuffle the Queens" is Just the
kind of a comedy that generates
wholesome laughter. The Weekly Re
It is time to take inven
view treats of current topics In a way
tory
of your stock. If you
lhat everybody can appreciate.
Here she is again! The good-littlehave saved, remember
htid girl, or more properly speaking.
that during this period in
Bebe Daniels, the Realart star who
scored such a success In "You Never
terest is compounded. If
Gan Tell" and "Oh Lady Lady," has
you have not saved, it is
completed a third starring picture.
"She Couldn’t Help It,” which will he
time to begin.
offered to loal playgoers Friday and
Saturday. Those who know the play
and the story “In the Bishop’s Car
riage,'' from which this photoplay was
adapted, feel that this is the best op
The Savings Habit ii a good Habit.
portunity the star has yet had to dis
This Bank will help you cultivate it.
play the great possibilities of the type
she has made so essentially her own.
Nance Olden is a little orphan girl,
—BRANCHES AT—
adopted by crooks and taught to be a
clever pickpocket. She doesn't know Vinalhaven, Union
Warren,
the difference between right and
wrong until a chance encounter "In
[ the Bishop’s Carriage" opens up to
TEACHER OF PIANO
; her a new world of romance and rej formation. There are many comedy MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN
; opportunities, especially when Nance,
Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger *
afraid of the police, resorts to calling
Northwestern University
I tlie bishop “father,” pretending that 13 Myrtle Street.
Tel. 582-M.
I she is a school girl who has become
14-25
mentally unbalanced through over
study. The story is well put together
AUGUSTA TALBOT
and carries the beholder breathlessly
Violinist and Teacher
through a series of very entertaining
complications. Humor, pathos and
Pupil ef Lllllaa Shattuck
drama are blended to form an ideal 16 Ceutral St
Tel. 136-5
entertainment—adv.
CamUeu
__
143-tf

“I PASS,” SAYS M. C. R.

The Maine Central railroad direct
ors Tuesday passed the quarterly div
idend on preferred stock payable
March 1. This is the second quarter
the dividends which never before had
been passed have not been declared.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your houra with affaire, do not
fall to secure at least a few mlnutea every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Cbarlaa Eliot Norton.

THE SAILOR’S CONSOLATION

One night came on a hurricane,
The sea was mountains rolling,
When Barney Bunt line turned his quid,
An<l said io Billy Bowling:
''A strong nor-Wester’s blowing, Bill,
Hark! dont’ ye hear It roar now?
Lord help ’em, how I pities them
Unhappy folks on shore now 1

"Foolhardy chaps who live in towns,
What danger they are all In,
And now lie quaking In their beds,
For fear the roof shall fall In;
Poor creatures, how they envies us.
And washes, I’ve a notion,
For our good luck, in such a storm,
To be upon the ocean 1
"And’as for them who’re out all day
On business from their houses.
And late at night are coming home,
To cheer their babes and spouses—
While you and I, Bill, on the deck
Arc comfortably lying,
My eyes! what tiles and chimney-pots
About their heads are flying I

“And very often have we heard
How men are killed and undone
By overturns of carriages,
By thieves and fires in London;
We know what risks all landsmen run,
From noblemen to tailors,
Then, Bill, let us thank Providence
That you and I are sailors ’’
—William Pitt.
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IN LEGISLATURE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

(Special to The Courier-Gazette)
Augusta. Feb. 9—Governor Percival
P. Baxter today delivered his first
message as Chief Executive of Maine
to both branches of the 80(h Malhe
Legislature in Joint convention.
The
Governor began the reading of his
message at 10.40 and was listened to
with the Closest attention by the large
crowd of spectators who filled the
floor of the House and the gallery.
As Governor Baxter, accompanied by
former Governor William T. Cobb of
Rockland, members of the Executive
Council and heads of the State deixrtments entered the hall of the
House of Representatives, the room
rang with applause from senators,
members and spectators. Throughout
he received the closest attention and
at its conclusion was given an ovation.
* • • •
In the House Tuesday Robert H.
Oram of Bristol introduced an act to
authorize the town of Bristol to pay
certain obligations incurred by its citi
zens in opposing a division of the

Fl JLLE R - COBB-DaVI S

dockland, Maine, February 10, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddie. who
on oath declares that he Is pressman In the |
oflee of the Rockland Publishing Co. and the 11
of the Issue of The Courier-dasette of Feb 8,
1921, there was printed a total of 6.120 ooples

Before

me,

t

FRANK R MILLER.
Notary Public.

Secretary of the Treasury Houston
has just written a letter “To the
School Boys and School Girls of
America" commending them for their
purchase of government savings se
curities, and expressing
the hope
that the lessons of thrift which they
have learned in school will prove of
much benefit in later life. Copies of
this letter have been mailed to
eV»y schoolhouse in the United
States, and will be read to the pupils
lit every class room.
The school is
good beginning ground for thrift—as
the twig is bent. Here in New Englartfl the lesson of small savings is not
going uflregarded. Official figures just
given out show that New England in
J9S0 bought with a few dollars of
$3,000,000 War Savings and Thrift
Stamps. Ohio leads the country with
B1.R0 per capita, Rhode Island leading
New England with 93 cents per cap
ita. -Maine is half-way down the list
of States, standing 24th, with a 24
cents per capita purchase of the
stamps. So we have a bit of work
remaining to extend the policy of
small savings here at home.

HAND

MADE

BLOUSES

We have just opened in our Waist Department
a beautiful assortment of genuine hand made
Blouses—quite the new thing.

Price, $3.95 to $10.50
I

New Dimity tailored shirts, trimmed with con
trasting colors of spots and stripes.
Price, $2.95 to $3.50

town.
Fuller-Cobb-Davit

want to tee a bridge
across the Kennebec
Cleans Woodwork
As Well As Your Clothes

River at Bath.

FI ILLER - COBB-DAVI S

<The women of Knox county
muoh like the good women in every
FUTURE OF THE EAST COAST
part of the United States. However
meh may differ with respect to pro
A Rockland mafi who was recently quite as well known as Gen. Goethals.
Hibition, it is safe to rely upon the
Just how the reorganization will be
women vqting with almost unbroken | in New York hel several conversa
accomplished is not stated, but it is
ranks for the protection of society tions with I. M. Taylor relative to the assumed that the courts would he
and the home.
Booze has always future of the East Coast Fisheries asked to give the receivers permission
been the greatest enemy of society and Company, and found the former presi to sell the property. The attitude of
dent of that organization still in a very the creditors will, of course, have an
the home. Many crimes could be di optimistic mood. Mr. Taylor still owns important bearing.
*
rectly traced to booze. Booze made a or controls a majority of the stock,
Mr. Taylor has not altered his ideas
man drunk. He became reckless and and is Said to have by no means as to the practicability of Rockland as
lost self-control. Drunkards stopped abandoned his plans for the develop a fresh fish center as well as a salt
ment of the industry, and his interest fish port. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are
at nothing to get money for booze. in it has never lessened.
planning to return to Rockland early
Crazed with drink, man became a
A reorganization of the Bast Coast in the spring, and their daughter, Miss
criminal. Money belonging to others interests under one corporate head i9 Polly Wood, will occupy the cottage at
was often lost on gaming tables by said to be on the cards, and the presi Rockland Breakwater which they
dency Will be in the hands of a man bought last fall.
the drunkard. Saloons were loafing
places of bad citizens
There is
where youth came in contact with
ROCKLAND LIBRARY NOTES
and “Roaming Through the West In
dies" it has been
rumored that
• evil.' We believe that never will the
“I would rather have theliking and Franck was preparing a book from
women of Knox county suffer any po
data gathered while. “Vagabonding
litioal party to conduct public affairs confidence of many than the praise of Down the Andes." The World War
which in any particular is under obll- | the few. I would rather write for the interrupted this. "He has the wan
hearthside than for the classical derlust developed to the highest de
gatlon to booze.
shelves of a library. I would rather gree, a pair of eyes Which sees every
Bad housing is not confined to cit be in the hearts of the multitude than thing, a memory Which never fails
him, and a facility of expression
ies; It is found in villages and on the in the high places Where the mighty which gives his writing a delightful
sit
alone,"
says
Mary
Roberts
Rine

farms as well, says the Maine De
charm.”
• • * •
partment of Health.
Health author hart.
• • * *
ities say that much of the typhoid
Palmer Cox, creator of the famous
Books worth reading—all- to be
fever of the cities Is contracted in found in the Rockland Public library: “Brownies,' is now over 80 years old
villages and on farms, the victims of Reminiscences of the South Seas, J. He has not forgotten his Brownie
friends, however, for he recently
the infection spreading it to the cities La Farge; Lincoln, the World Eman
wrote the following verse On ft Sard
cipator,
J.
Drinkwater;
Wild
Life
in
after the development of the disease.
which he drew and colored hifrtself—
the
Rockies,
E.
A.
Mills:
Spell
of
the
There are slums in the country, for
heading it "Evening
In
Brownie
Rockies, E. A. Mills? Enslaved. J.
slums mean dirt, neglect, poor venti Masefield; ljabrador, W. B. Cabot:- Land:*
The sun had left the west in pink;
lation, poor food and clothing, and Bus.v Woman’s Garden Book, Ida D.
The stars hetan to pass the wink,
Bennett;
Haunted
Bookshop,
C.
Mor

And soon (he lesser lights grew red
overcrowding, all of which are not
Till beaten seemed one carnation bed.
ley: House of Lynch. L. Merrick;
infrequently found on the farm.
Old Neptune turned a water} eye
Mysterious Rider, Z. Grey; Old PhyOn lovely Venus, bathihg nigh,
in all he saw through orbits wide,
mouth Trails, W. Packard; Introduc
Mr in imagination spied.
The Democratic ward caucuses are tion to Child Psychology, C. W.
He never anything had seen
to be held next Wednesday night and Waddle; Crowding Memories. Mrs. 'L,
Thai so upset the Old Marine,
e
e e • e
the Democratic mayoralty caucus will B. Aldrich; Collector's Luck, Alice V.
L. Carrick; Eminent Victorians, L.
Alice Van Leer Carrick, whose
be held on the following night. The
Strachey; Americanization of Ed "Collector's Luck” was recently re
general belief is that the Democrats ward Bok, E. Bok; Ptey In Education.
viewed in The Courier-Gazette, has
have decided to stand pat, with the J. Lee.
an article in the February Country
....
renotnhiation of Mayor Thorndike for
Life. “To all those who have sent lace
Among the noted authors who will Valentines."
a third term fill sorts of rumors are
lecture in the United States this win
*«
in the air as to the Republiaan nom ter are H. G. Wells. Sir Phillip Gibbs
Twenty-one dollars and ninety-five
ination, but the situation has not Stif and John Drinkwater.
Mr. Wells cenLs was added to the book fund at
flfliently crystalized to give much of goes as far west as Chicago.—. Sir the library this week. The money was
a line. The Republican nomination Phillip will cover the entire country given by those who attended the union
and Mr. Drinkwater will travel as far service at the Littlefield Memorial
for Mayor wil be made next Wednes wesf as Omaha.
church Sunday and their generosity is
• • • •
day night, at the City Government
much appreciated.
In
reply
to
the
inquiry
(made
by
th
rooms.
Gossip Shop in the December Book
The valuable thermometer which
man) of Harry Ay Franck as to why
When sugar sold for 28 cents
he did not include Australia in his was attached to Daniels’ Clock, and
pound candy-buyers paid all that was t list of travels, Mr. Franck replies daily confeulted by many persons, dis
Twice before
asked and kept goodnatured—but now that he has contemplated such a trip appeared this week.
With Sugar down to eight cents they and hopes to “give that corner the ruthless hands ripped it from its foun
dation. but each time Mr. Daniels was
are wondering if the candy manufac once over” vpry soon. Since “Vaga
bonding Through changing Germany" fortunate enough to have it restored
turers aren't going pretty soon to give
some indication of having a heart.

**

If the writer’s name is furnished
The Courier-Gazette will be pleased
to print the communication received |
by mail treating of the South Thom
aston division matter.

SEARSMONT
Miss Vena Miller was operated on I
for appendicitis at Waldo County
Hospital last Wednesday. Her friends |
hope for her speedy recovery.
Laverne Dunton is in Rockland for I
a two weeks stay with her sister, Mrs. |
W. A. Packard.
Ruth Robbins is at home from Co
burn Institute.
Eben Cobb has put in an unusual |
amount of ice.
Roger Plaisted of Melrose, Mass., is |
in town.
The boys are catching some fine |
pickerel through the ice at Quantabacook lake.
We are sorry to hear Fred Robbins |
has had another ill turn.
At a regular meeting of Victor I
Grange the third and fourth degrees |
were worked on a class of four can
didates, followed by a harvest supper. I
There were visitors present from
South Montville Grange and Georges I
River Grange.
Remarks were made I
by Brother Frank Luce of Georges I
River Grange, Brother Chester Grey I
of South Montville and Brother
George Butler of Victor Grange. There |
will be another harvest supper Feb. 9.

SOMERVILLE
B. G. Hussey and son, Harland Hus
sey of Windsor, were in town Tuesday
with a view to selling automobiles.
Colby Bros, have been hauling to ]
their mill logs which George Fuller.
G.L. Fuller and Daniel Hisler chopped
for them in China.
B. D. Brown has sold a cow and |
heifer to B. G. Hussey of 'Windsor.
William MacDanlel was a dinner I
guest Thursday at Pleasant Ridge
Farm.

Fred L. Turner was at Jerry J. I
Colby'S Sunday.
Mr. Weeks of Whitefield was a bus- |
iness caller in town Monday.

“The truth is the best advocate.”
No. they are NOT COMING
down.
They already ARE DOWN,
down to the bottom—the prices
we mean.
Suits now marked at $35 for
which you formerly paid $50
(in New York and other places
$75.)
Overcoats now $35 that formerly
were $52.50 and these are over
coats that sold in many places at
$65.
Everything else in our store is
down to the bottom price.
$3.00 Neckwear, now $2.00.
$9.00 Hats, $6.00.

,

.

Representative Walter L. Brewster
of Orland Tuesday presented a resolve
appropriating $10,000 to be paid to the
town of Bucksport for the repair of
the highway leading from the town line
between Orrington and Bucksport to
Backsjtort village on the river road.
Representative Fred L- Mason of
Ellsworth introduced an act increas
ing the salary'of the County Attorney
of Hancock County from $750 to $1009
per annum.
Senator Rodney I. Thompson of
Rockland Tuesday iiftroduced the fol
lowing*
A$*t to prohibit the issuance and
aeeeUpnee of free transportation of
private officials over railways and
Other public conveyances.
The act
does not apply to the issuance and in
terchange of passes for officers, agents,
emjftoyes or their immediate families
nor shall it apply to surgeons, physi
clans or attorneys for such public coneyances when such surgeons, physi
cians or attorneys are in the -employ
ment of such public conveyances.
Representative George A. Phillips of
Bar Harbor introduced Tuesday
measure which has important bearing
on the Health Department of Maine. It
reads as follows:
• • • •
Act revising the laws creating
state department of health, increasing
the salaries of employes and heads of
the department and changing many of
the provisions of the law. The first
section of the new act provides
salary of $4000 per annum as now, for
the commissioner of health for the
State, but allows the Governor and
Executive Council to increase it to
$6000 after three executive years’ ser
vice by the commissioner. It further
changes the provision of the present
law which fixes the pay of directors of
divisions and district health officers at
not more than $2500 per year so that
the pay of thesp officials shall not be
less than $2000 per year.
Section 2 of the new bill increases
the amount appropriated to carry out
the provisions of the measure from
$28,00 to MT,000 per year.
Section three changes the present
law so as to make the term of the
municipal health officer of the various
municipalities fnhree years instead of
indeterminate

Every-Other-Da?

1921.-

Special for Friday & Sat’day
QUALITY BEEF

WOMEN'S
CUPID
Urht. naceful and
jtylith. Fits per*
fectly the high heel
■hoes so much in
rogue. Pure gum
•olee and nppera.

STEAK

Forterhouse Roast . ,40c
Sirloin Roast ............. 35c
Face Rump................. 35c
Five Rib...................... 22c
Chuck Roast ... 15c, 18c
Pot Roast.......... 25c, 30c
Stew Beef.......... 25c, 30c

Best Rump.................. 50c
Face Rump.................. 35c
Porterhouse Steak .. . 40c
Sirloin Steak............... 35c
Top Round.................. 35c
Bottom Round........... 30c
Hamburg .................... 20c

j

GEORGE A.
500

Top Notch Rubber Footwear
Most rubbers give out at the
heel first.
But the patented
Clincher Cushion heel of Top
Notch Rubbers is so strongly
strengthened and reinforced
that it taste as long as the sole.
It withstands hard service be
fore- even beginning to show

WOOSTER
STREET
TELEPHONE 738-W

Special for Saturday

signs of wear.

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES, 30c

Beacon Falls Top Notch Rubbers artf
just as stylish and comfortable as dur
able. There is an extremely wide
of styles and sizes to fit any shoe. The
Top Notch Cross on the sole is ou<
guarantee that you will get your money »
worth from every pair.
We have all styles and sizes for men.
women and children. Come in and we
will prove to you what rubber footwear
satisfaction is.
»

LB.

SUNSHINE BISCUITS, ASSORTED
I LB. CARTONS, 32c LB.
FULL LINE OF HOME MADE CANDIES
•Let Billy do it up at

WEYMOUTH’S

L. E. BUfiKIHGTON
*

MAIN

FREE DELIVERY

z

•

402 Main Street.

BOOTS, SHOES,

•

te

Opposite Western Union

CLOTHING

No. 718

Rev. Nathan Hunt, of Morrill. Me., Rav Fogarty, a popular ex-service
will supply the pulpit at the Littlefield man, and all round star In the Twl-’
Memorial church Sunday morning and light league, is shining just bow as
evening.
dm man at Monro’s Restaurant.

7-inch—Single Column

results from an injury from threefifths to two-thirds of his weekly sal
ary. And the provision which fises
the maximum compensation to he
paid at $15 per week to $18 per week
and the total compensation to be paid
from $3,500 to $4,000.
It makes similar changes in the
provisions- for compensation where
total disability results from the in
jury and also changes the
total
amount of compensation so paid from
$4,200 to $5,000. The provision f°r
compensation for partial disability
changed from three-fifths of the”»verage weekly salary to two-thirds. Il
also advances the amounts allowed
for the loss of fingers, toes, and other
members of hands and feet, from
three-fifths to two-thirds the average
weekly salary with a maximum week
ly compensation of $18 instead of $!•>.

Section 4 increase!?"!he amount pro
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
vided to carry out provisions of the
law not provided for in second section
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE
Trbhn $30,00$ to $35,000 a year.
Ordered, the House concurring, that the
Section' 5 increases the appropriation limit
for the reception of petitions and Dills
for the; control of venereal diseases for private and special legislation lx? extend
ed one week so that the same shall be limKea
from $8000 to $10,000 per year.
Thursday, February 17, 1921, at four o'clocK
Section 6 amends the school physi to
P. M , and that such petitions and bills pre
cian law so as to provide that a full sented .after that date be referred to the next
time health officer of a municipality Legislature; that the secretary of the senate
cause copies of this order to be pubnsbed in
may serve in that capacity.
ail dally and weekly papers of the State until
Section 7 of the proposed law re and including February 16, 1921.
In Senate Chamber
peals the provision of the revised
February 7, 1921.
statutes which makes the laws re
Read and passed.
garding school physicians, and exami
Sent down for concurrence
L ERNEST THORNTON. Sec
nations of pupils for physical and men
In House of Representatives
tai deficiencies’ apply only to cities and
February 8, 1921.
towns of less than 40,000 population
Read and passed in concurrence
CLYDE
R
CHAPMAN. ClerkRepresentative John F. Wood of
18-20
Bluehlll has introduced a resolution in
favor of Ella A. Stover of Bluehlll for
JUDICIARY
teacher’s pension. It appropriates $12
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
per year in addition to the sum regu lic hearing in its rooms .at the State Bouse,
in
Augusta, on TUESDAY, FEBRUARY,
I
larly received by her from said appro
1921, at 2.30 p m. on the following:
priation.
H.
No
40.
Resolve.
Authorizing
the
call

• • • •
ing of « Constitutional Convention
An Act to amend Section 1. Chapter 84 of
The State Prison cothmittee of
Revised Statutes, in relation to the ap
which Senator Thompson of Rodkland the
pointment of clerks of the Judicial Courts
and Representative Edward W. Peas
An Act to authorize the American Realty
lee of Thomaston, are members, will Company to construct and maintain a dam
’the Aroostook River in Washburn.
make a tour of inspection of the across
An Act to provide for Retiring and Pension
Thomaston prison next Monday and ing Employes of the State of Maine.
H No. 49. An Act requiring Political Ad
Tuesday.
to be signed.
Representative George A. Phillips of vertisements
An Act to regulate the use of AircraftBar Harbor introduced Wednesday an
An Act to amend Section 76 of Chapter St
act authorizing that town to construct of the Revised Statutes, relative to price of
and maintain paths to be known as Maine Reports.
18-19
bridle paths, to be used only with
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
houses.
Representative Phillips also lic bearing In Its rooms at the State House, in
introduced an act making the salary Augusta, on WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
at 2 36 p in on the following:
of Judge of Probate of Hancock county 1921,
H. No. 35. An Act, to amend the Trustee
$1800 per annum.
Process
An Act to prevent the manufacture and ex
Representative John F. Wood of
hibition of motion picture films depicting or
Bluehlll introduced Wednesday a re Involving cruelty to or suffering of animalssolve appropriating $500 to repair the
An Act to amend Paragraph 6 of Section
i of Chapter 91 of the Revised Statutes, re
road in Orland leading to Toddy Pond
lating to costs in Trustee Process.
on the road to Burney.
H. No 28. An Act to amend Section 37
Representative Peaslee of Thomaston of Chapter 126 of the Revised Statutes, re
Introduced a resolve Wednesday ap lating to prohibiting business and recreation
on Sunday.
proprlating $3500 for repair of road in
An Act to amend an Act granting a charter
the town of Union. The resolve car to the Alumni Association of Bates College.
An Act to amend Section 2 and Section 8 of
ries the emergency clause
Chapter 55 of the Private and Special Laws
.Senator Herbert A. Clark of Lincoln of 1963. entitled, •’An Act to incorporate the
county introduced Wednesday a re Squirrel Island Village Corporation.”
18-20
solve appropriating $1000 each to the
towns of Newcastle and Jefferson
TOWNS
repair the road leading from North
The Committee on Towns will give a public
Newcastle by the way of the Ridge hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
road, the money to he spent under the Augusta, on FEBRUARY 17. 1921, at 2 P- m
on the following:
direction of the highway commission
An Act to divide the town of South Thom
Resolutions favoring the passage of aston.
legislation that will operate to reduce
ERNEST H EMERY, Secretary.
14-19
the tax on steam railroads in Maine
have been adopted by the Bar Harbor
AN EARLY SPRING
Board of Trade and are embodied
letters to their senators and repro
sentatives in the 80th Legislature and Grasshoppers, Snakes and Lobsters |
will be presented to the committee on
Are Some of the Signs.
taxation when the pending measures
Warren C. Jefferds, Maine agent of |
come up for hearing. The resolution
reads:
the Associated Press, is a man after
onr own heart. Read this despatch I
“That the Bar Harbor Board
Trade hereby favors the passage of the which he gat e to the New England |
bill now pending, or such bill as may reading public:
be introdui-ed, that will reduce
"Signs of early spring have begun |
Rteam railroad tax, in accordance with to multiply. Close on the heels of re
the 1917 schedule.”
ports of grasshoppers'found In an Ox- I
ford county field, two snakes taken
from a nearby spring and blossoms
Changes in the workmen's com
picked from a fruit tree, there were
pensatiqn law, by increasing
the other indications that the mild win- |
amount of compensation to be paid ter would continue Many grass fires,
and decreasing the time which must it was learned, were being reported I
elapse between the time of injury And daily in eastern Maine where at this
the commencement of compensation time last year there were several feet
as well as making the law applicable of snow on the level. Fishermen at
to all employers of labor, regardless Five Islands, near Bath, reported lob
of the number so employed was in sters are being caught in large num
troduced in the House Tuesday by bers, one fisherman making $100 for a
Representative Murray of Portland.
day’s work. This unusual condition,
The act changes the time when they explained, was due to the warm
compensation for medical treatment weather and was a sure indication of
shall be paid from 10 to 7 days and early spring as lobsters go into deep |
provides that compensation for the water to escape cold weather."
incapacity shall begin with the eighth
day It also repeals the provision of
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
employers of more than live persons.
carries the home news of Knoi county
The act changes the amount of
weekly eompeipotion to he paid de to every State in the Union and to
pendants of an employe whose death many foreign lands.

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.

ROAST

JIM’S CORNER
DID YOU
SAY

CHOCOLATES

WE’VE
GOT ’EM

2 Tons of Chocolates made to retail at 80 cents a pound.
While they last,
45c a pound
The manufacturers of these goods specified that we should not use
their name or their boxes so that it would not spoil the sale of their
goods. We are going to pile it into the window in bulk, all fancy fruit
creams and nut pieces, nugatines, caramels and other fancy centers in
cluded in this lot. Be sure and get your share as this is the best candy
value we have ever offered.

FRUITS—Large California Sunkist Oranges, 60c doz.

CIGARS,

CIGARETTES AND TOBACCO
•

PIPES
This is the home of Good Value in Pipes. Anything
and everything you want in this line.

JAMES DONDIS
352 MAIN STREET.............................. CORNER ELM

: : TODAY : : :

“THE WHITE MOLL”—Feature
Comedy—“SHUFFLE THE QUEENS”
and the WEEKLY

REVIEW

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

BEBE DANIELS in “SHE COULDN’T HELP IT”
Nance Olden was a lonely orphan girl. A thief befriended her and
taught her his craft. In gratitude for the first kindness she had evtfh
known, she stole for him. And then one day after a daring escapadel
she came upon the Other Man. This man taught her the meaning of
going straight, of self-respect, of an honest livelihood. Both men loved
her for what they saw in her. Which would she choose?

Illiterate Digest : Outing Chester : “Trayful of Trouble”

: : : TODAY : : :

MARION DAVIES in “APRIL FOLLY”
A masque ball, a runaway heiress, and a gang of crooks on the trail
of a famous diamond. Mix ’em up in a scandalous love affair and chase
the wild adventure from New York to South Africa.

Of course you’ll see the last chapter of “BRIDE 13”
. FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

OWEN MOORE in “THE POOR SIMP”
When a man is a simp, and everybody knows it, it’s only natural
that he should act like one. Anyway, this fellow did, and that’s the]
reason for the story.

Serial—“THE THIRD EYE”

55

1
1

Every-Otber-Day
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Calk of the cown
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*

Today is the 35th anniversary of
The Portland auto show begins on
the last day of the month. Between the wrecking of the steamship Cam
that time and March 5, many Rock bridge on Old Man Ledge. The date
land car owners and prospective own never passes unnoted in the family of
the late Capt. Otis Ingraham, who
ers will have visited the fair.
commanded the ill-fated craft.
Golden Rod chapter, O. E. S. meets ^Crhe Sea Products Co. has made
Friday evening and past matrons and
past patrons are tp do the work. Mrs. large shipments of boneless cod by
Florence Philbrook is chairman of express this week, New York and
Baltimore being some of the points to
the supper.
which it was
forworded.
“Capt.
Lloyd Daniels, elder son of Clarence Lem’s” is the trade mark of this de
E. Daniels, jeweler, is taking a year’s lectable sea food.
course in the Waltham Watch Co.’s
school.
The monthly meeting of the Baptist
Men’s League has been postponed one
Edward Gonja, master of the U. S. week (to Feb. 23) so as not to conflict
Mine Planter Gen R._T. Frank, has with the Republican and Democratic
received orders transferring him to caucuses which are scheduled for the
the Gen. William H. Graham at Cris coming week.
tobal. Canal Zone. The Graham is a /—James Murphy, aged 14, of ^’illow
mine planter and cable ship. She is
an oil burner and the largest and best street, fell on the Lincoln street school
ship in the service. Capt. Gonia’s grounds while at play Tuesday and
transfer is naturally very pleasing. cut one of his legs below the knee so
Capt. and Mrs. Gonia plan to leave badly that it was necessary to take
New York on the transport sailing from 15 to 20 stitches. He received
treatment at the Silsby Hospital.
March 10.

Feb. 10—(Rasketball)—'Rockport High vs.
Rockland High, toys and girls, Kimball hall.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday
Feb. 14-16—Annual Convention of Maine
Fruit Growers and Beekeepers in Auburn.
Feb. 17—Child Welfare Day.
Feb. 13—Country Club, luncheon at 7 p. m.
Feb. 14—Address. "The Primary Law," by
Frank E Southard of Augusta, for Woman’s
Educational Club, Methodist parlors.
Feb. 14—(7 |>. m )—Regular meeting of the
Woman’s Educational Club, Methodist parlors
Feb 15—(7 30 p. in.)—Republican ward
caucuses in the seven poling places.
Fob 16—(7 30 p -to.) — Republican caucus
to nominate a candidate for Mayor, in City
Government rooms.
Feb. 17—Valentine dance, .given by tele
phone girls in Temple hall.
Feb 17—Mid-winter meeting of Maine Fed
eration of Women’s Clubs, Augusta.
Feb 18—(130 p m.)—Lodge of Perfection
and Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem,
meet.
Feb 18—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
C. D. North, 15 Beech street.
Feb 18—Country Club, men and women,
luncheon and auction, 6.30 p m
Feb. 21—Special meeting of the City Gov
ernment
Feb. 21-28—Masonic Food Fair in the Arcade.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday
Feb. 22—Maine Society, Sons of American
Revolution, at Portland, Judge A. M. Spear,
speaker.
The Sewing Circle of the Ladies
The hearing on the division of
Feb. 23—Country Club, auction afternoon,
supper 6.30, dancing 8 o’clock.
South Thomaston which was to have Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post
Feb. 23—-Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s taken place in the State Legislature to is to meet with Mrs. D. L. Haskell,

Feb. 25—(Basketball)—Rockland High vs.
Rockport High, Boys and Girls, Kimball hall.
Feb. 26—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets In Camden.
Feb 27—Country Club, concert at 4 30,
luncheon 6 30.
Feb. ,28-March 5—Maine Automobile Dealers'
automobile show. Exposition Building, Portland.
March 2—Couutry Club, ladies' auction at
2 30 p. m
March 3—Chapman Concert, Cniccrsalist
church, under auspices Wight Philharmonic
Society.
March 4-6—State Boys' Conference meets in
City hall. Portland.
March 12—Boston Automobile Show opens
In Mechanics Building
March 16—Easier sale and supper at the
Congregational church.
March 17—-St. Patrick’s Day.
March 20—Palm Sunday.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
April 11-16—Be Kind to Animals week.
April 19—Patriots Day.
April 22—Total eclipse of the moon.
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Festival In
Camden Opera House.

The Odd Fellows will have a drill
Meeting Friday night on the first de
gree. A full attendance is requested.
The Junior class of Rockland High
School has engaged Temple Hall for
next Tuesday night, and will hold a
Valentine social.

If you want to see a real time, watch
that dance given by the telephone
girls in Temple hall one week from
tonight.
Fred Mealey and Mrs. C. P. Tarr
won a silver cup at the Skating Rink
Tuesday night as the most graceful
couple. Although many other skaters
were present the event was not con
tested.

A reader asks for verses, "Rules of
■Whist," done in rhyme. The CourierGazette will be glad to print if some
correspondent will send in the verses.
Yesterday’s light snowfall was but
n feeble reminder of the weather one
year ago this time. Supt. Blodgett of
the Knox County Electric Co., recalls
that the month of February, 1920, cost
the street Railway about $10,000.
Yesterday morning there was not a
drop of snow in the city streets, and
the Main street paving was being
swept.

It is rumored that Massachusetts
Interests have become associated with
Ftpd C. Dyer in the ownership of
Dyer’s Garage, which plant was er
roneously reported as sold some
weeks ago to local parties. The out
come of the new deal is the organiza
tion of a corporation known as Dyer’i
Garage, Inc. The capital stock is
$50,000, all common, with, $100 as par
value of shares.
Fred C. Dyer is
president and treasurer, and Charles
T. Smalley is clerk, the directors be
ing Messrs. Dyer and Smalley and
Rose A. Dyer.

322 Old County Road, Friday after
noon at 2 o’clock. All members in
J. H. Meservey has bought from John vited.
Colson the candy store in Maverick
Square, which is also used as a Street
George M. Simmons received anoth
Railway wkitlng station. Mr. Colson er carload of 'fresh horses yesterday.
has been iii( business at the Northend They attracted much attention this
for aboutyla years, and will be great morning on their way to the selling
ly missed.* he retires on account of
stables.
ill heaUli. Mr. Meservey was formerly
proprietor of the ice cream parlor in
A sewing party from among the Con
Rankin block.
gregational
women dined at the
Country Club Tuesday, and spent the
All members qf the primary and be afternqon plying busy needles. There
ginners’ department of the Congrega
were eight ladies in the group.
tional Sunday School are invited to a
party in the vestry Saturday after
The house committee of the Country
noon at 2.30..
Club engineered another successful
auction party yesterday afternoon.
That Bird Branch of the Sunshine There were seven tables. The awards
Society has expended $235.57 on local were: Mrs. F. M. Shaw, embroidered
work in the past 15 months was one handkerchief; Miss Kitty Coburn, box
of the interesting facts made known of candy: Mrs. G. W. Smith, pack of
at the last meeting, which was held cards; Mrs. H. B. Fales. artificial
with Mrs. E. J. Southard. The recent flower; and Mrs. Charles A. Creighton,
supper added $20 to the treasury. toilet powder.
Light refreshments
The Society has a quilt partly com were served.
pleted, 39 of the squares having been
made by Mrs. Sweetland, an old and
Oscar E. Blackington, aged 86, still
honored member of the Society. possesses a great deal of the vitality
Three new members wer? admitted— for which he has always been noted.
Mrs. Achorn, Mrs. Griffin and Mrs. Recently he cut a cord of wood in
Jackson. The next meeting will be South Thomaston, hauled it to his
held with Mrs. William Clark, 57 home on Limerock street, and has
Suffolk street.
manufacturd it betwen whiles. Mr.
Blackington is fond of telling the
Baptist church, people are congrat story of his examination for life in
ulating themselves on having an at surance half a century ago. The
tendance of 145 at Tuesday’s evening physician was very thorough in his
service, coming that close to the 150 task and thumped every muscle and
rib. When he had completed his ex
aimed at.
amination he surveyed the candidate
The “veto power” and power as with admiration. "As nearly as I can
compared with the King of England tell,” he said, “you will never die.”
are subjects to be considered as to
THOMASTON
the V. S. president next Monday
evening by the Woman’s Educational
Dr. Harold Jameson, a former
Club at 7 p. m., also ambassadors,
ministers and consuls, questions 222 Thomaston boy, has just been ap
to 227 in 500 Questions in Civics. pointed assistant resident house sur
The Citizenship study begins on page geon in the Peter Bent Brigham Hos
7, question 7, the Legislature. In pital, Boston After graduation from
Starkey’s book .on Maine, the ques Harvard Medical College about three
tions are found on page 177 and the years ago Dr. Jameson entered the
answers on pages 174 and 175. The Fall River Hospital, and a few months'
celebrity will be General Gorges and later became attached to the staff of
the word ‘‘politics.” At the last meet Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. With
ing the Sn.ith-Towner bill was en the exception of the short time which
dorsed by club vote, its educational he was connected with the Woman’s
features having been interestingly ex Free Hospital in Brookline Dr. Jame
plained by. Miss Caroline Fuller, ably son has been on the Peter Bent Brig
supplemented by Mrs. Frank C. Flint. ham staff, and his new appointment
A copy of the resolutions adopted in reflects the confidence which the hos
accordance with its recommendations pital authorities have in his ability.
day has been postponed one week.

for a secretary of Education to sit in
the President’s cabinet was ordered
forwarded to Washington by Mrs. A.
B. Tremaine, chairman of the club’s
Congressional ’ Affairs
Committee.
Special business will come up for the
clubs’
further
consideration.
A
speaker will occupy the latter half of
the evening.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
,

DOMESTIC

Our stock in this section was reduced to a very low
ebb, so Mr. Burpee could place orders for New Cottons,
Percales, Ginghams, Nainsooks, Long Cloths, Sheets,
Pillow Slips, Tubing, etc., at the lowest prices that have
been reached in the last four years.

Below we take great pleasure in making a few quo
tations for comparison of war and peace prices. Should
any article be closed out, will take orders and deliver on
arrival. Do your spring and summer sewing now.
MAIL AND
TELEPHONE
ORDERS FILLED

MORE

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

LAMBS

CHOPS, 39c;
STEW, 22c;
FLANKS, 9c.

LEGS, 33c;

FANCY

FORES, 18c;

NEW ORLEANS MOLASSES
Best Quality, $1.00 Gallon

EXTRA LARGE JUICY SWEET FLORIDAS, 60c DOZEN

TANGERINES

FANCY NAVEL ORANGES, 27c Dozen; $1.00 Peck

LETTUCE

PEPPERS

GRAPEFRUIT,

APPLES

SPINACH

CELERY 25c

PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

SAYS NEBES IS AFRAID
Forrest Hamilton Challenges Eastern
States Champion To a Race Any
where.
'

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I, Forrest Hamilton, of Portland,
the undefeated (for 5 years) and un
disputed champion roller skater of the
State of Maine, wish to issue a chal
lenge to Al. E. Nehes, undefeated
champion roller skater of the Eastern
States, to a series of races, any dis
tance up to 5 miles, any style he wants
and in any. rink he cares to name, at
any time Mr. Nebes may set.
This is not the first time I have
tried to get Mr. Nebes to meet me in
races. I have issued challenges to
him over a dozen times in as many
cities in the pa?t three years, but he
has always been able to give some
kind of an excuse so he would not
have to skate me.
His old excuse of not being in good
condition is about played out and I’ll
not accept „lt again.
Perhaps Mr.
Nebes is trying to hold off till I’m an
old man and won't be able to defeat
him, but that don't suit me. I want
to get him while he’s good, and when
I do I’ll beat him, too.
I am now training under my older
brother, Clarence Hamilton, who held
the world’s championship for four
j-ears and now holds two world’s
records. In all my 15 years of racing,
I have never skated so good, and I
have defeated most all the big skaters
that Mr. Nebes has. Now I'm after
him, and he knows it.
He is afraid of me and he knows
very well that to skate me will mean
defeat. I dare him to skate me now,
while I’m ready for him.
Forrest Hamilton,
Champion of Maine.
Portland, Feb. 7.

The American Legion bowlers put
the Elks to rout last night, going over
the top with the impressive margin of
233 pine. Josh might have known bet
ter than tackle such a proposition
after that Universaltst supper. Sha
BORN
piro was high killer for the Legion
Stanley—Swan’s Island, Feb. 6, to Mr. and |
naires. The summary:
Mrs Lester Stanley, a son.
American Legion—Perry. 477; KalMetcalf—At Sllsliy Hospital, Rocklayd, Feb.
locli, 474; Rnusqtie, 434; Shapiro, 484; 9, to Mr, and Mrs. Eugene Metcalf, a son—
Eugene,
Jr.
Ferrara. 426; total, 2285.
Elks—Richardson. 392;
Mayo, 415;
MARRIED
Southard, 364; Soffayer, 436; AnasSearles-Moore—Rockland. Feb 5, by Re’. J
tasio, 445; total,* 2052.

OYSTERS

JUST ARRIVED

Creamer—Rockland, Feb. 4. James A. Creamer
of Pleasant Point, aged 48 years, 2 months,
13 days.
Hart—Rockland. Feb 6. Mary M.. wife of
George F. Hart, formerly of Greenfield, Mass ,
aged 17 years, 7 months, 5 days.

CARO OF THANKS
To all those who so kindly assisted us dur
ing our recent bereavement, and to Acorn
Grange for chairs loaned Io us for use dur
ing the funeral services, wo most heartily ex
tend our sincere thanks.
Mr. and Mrs H. L KUIeran.
South Cushing, Fob. 8.
CARD OF THANKS

SPIES

We wish to express our sincere thanks and
appreciation to all relatives and friends who
so kindly helped us during the illness and
death of our mother and grandmother; also |
for the many beautiful flowers.
Mrs. I<Ia M Babbage, Mrs. Florence Keene,
Ernest L. Keene.
18*
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank the Masons of Thomaston
and Waldoboro and my relatives and personal
friends for their great kindness to me after I
tho death of my husband.
>
Mrs Edwin L. Benner.

SHRIMP

SALT MACKEREL

SMOKED

MACKEREL
SCALLOPS

CLAMS

FINNAN HADD1E

SALMON

HERRING
BLOATERS

AND

ALEWIVES

CAR LOAD OF FRESH

BIG DROP ON WOOD

HORSES

We Lead in Lew Prices, others
follow
Very Beet Dry Hard Wood
Per foot, fitted ...... ..... .............. $2.40
In Half Cord Lott, fitted ......... $9.00
Sawed, per foot ...........................$2.25
Second growth Gretn Bireh Hard
Wood, 4 feet long, per cord $12.00
Some extra nice Fireplace and
Furnace Wood
Wo guarantee ours tfte equal of
inybejly’e in Quantity and Quality.
Why pay more? F#£e DELIVERY.

Several Nice Pairs in the Lo

Geo. M. Simmons
QUALITY

COBB’S

hundreds of customers prove it.

The largest GRAPE FRUIT grown,

25c

two for.................... *.....

The sweetest ORANGES of Florida and California
at lowest prices.

We are still offering some exceptionally good trades
these days. As long as the goods last you can
have them. When we buy again some of
them will be higher.
Heavy Wool Stockings ..... 50c, 75c

Work Shirts .................
Flannel Shirts .....$1.89,
Heavy Blue Overalls .
Shirts and Drawers ....
Union Suits ..................
Sweaters ..................
Wool Pants ...................

............. 75c
$2.50, $3.50
........... $1.37
...........$1.00........ $200
...... $1.00
$4.00, $5.00

FOR THE BOYS—
Wool Suits ................. $8.00, $10.00
Overalls ............... T........................ 90c
Blouses and Shirts .....
90c
Stockings (good) ....... 25c, 40c, 50c
Shirts and Drawers ................... 90c
Union Suits ...............................$1.50

returned and money refunded,

WILLIS AYER
NEW SPEAR BLOCK ; : AT TH E BROOK : : ROCKLAND, ME.

DIRECT IMPORTING CO

“VALENTINE”

$1.00 Gift Box

44c

Lb.

FRI. A SAT. ONLY

ROCKLAND, ME.
SERVICE
BE A BOOSTER!
TRAbE AT HOME!
TAKE THE HOME PAPER I

SOUTH END WOOD YARD
C. F„ PRESCOTT, Mgr.
Tel. 452-J.
I8»lt

ROASTED

PEANUTS

“BENEFIT STORE’’
3I3 Main St., Rockland, Me.

CHOCOLATES

2 Quarts

20c

ISEE OUR WINDOW “SPECIALS"
50c VALUE
Ceylon
Formosa
Mixed

lbs.
TEAS
— COFFEE

Ground to
order or
in Bean

40c VALUE

CHECKERBOARD COFFEE • - Finest Grown, 39c Lb.

CoCO&nilt, Sweetened, lb. 33c'Soups, all kinds, 3 cans, 36c
Rolled Oats, bulk, 5 lbs. 25c COCOA, Bulk, lb.,
15c
RAISINS, Seeded, pkg. 29c Baking Powder XX lb., 30c

“SWEET NUT’

3I c

« “Makes
9 Your
Bread

lb*

taste

MARGARINE SUPREME

better”

5 lbs. for $1.50

THE OAKLAND PARK BAND
WILL HOLD A BIG

CONCERT

BALL

AND
—AT—

Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
DIED
Cowing—Rockland. Feb. 8, Albert E. Cowing,
Jo every State in the Union and to
aged 69 years Burial from Burpee's undertak
many foreign lands.
ing rooms Friday afternoon.

Thomaston.

HALIBUT

We assert, there isn’t a better one and our

S. Crossland, Kendrick F Searles and Miss
Phyllis G. Moore, both of Rockland.

The Lenten Season is on. Our FISH
DEPARTMENT will be right up
to date as usual.
HADDOCK

daily

Rememi^r, that any goods purchased here can be exchanged or goods

3 FOR 25 CENTS
(Best quality, sweet and juicy)

WINESAPS,
DELICIOUS,
McINTOSH REDS,
KINGS,
BALDWINS AND

Adding new customers

CLAREMONT COFFEE.

FOR THE MEN—

Nope, this isn’t the Undertaker, but
old Whatsa Use promoting business
for him by Hanging Crepe. He feels
Bad and wants Company, but nil he
Gets is Mean Looks, which Confirm
his Opinion that thia Is a Tuff Old
World. He hasn't Smiled since the
Pigs Ate Willie and now he Can’t be
cause liis Face lias Set.

DANDY

And SALMON—a rich, pink salmon from
1Csunny California, per tin....................................... 1
V

Do not fail to start your next morning meal with

EXTERMINATING THE ELKS

SOME

So many people are needing good raisins at a low
price, we continue to sell SUNKIST SEEDLESS or
SEEDED RAISINS, the large package at
QC
a package.
fcivzC

SAMPLES
SENT
ON REQUEST

War Prices Peace Prices
Figured Curtain Muslin ..........................................................
.55
.33
Curtain Scrim ............................... „..................................40, .50, .65 .15, .25, .38
Figured Lingerie Mull ............................................................
.60
.25
Bates Ginghams ..................... ................................................. j
.50
.25
Endurance Cloths ....................................................................
.55
.30
Best Quality Percales ................................. .............................
.50
.25
Lockwood Cotton 81 in., bleached ...................................
1.10
.60
Lockwood Cotton, 81 in. unbleached ............................. 1.00
.55
Fruit of the Loom Cotton ............ ........................ ;...............
.50
.25
Hill Cotton .................................................................................
.50
.25
Berkeley Cambric ....... . .............................................................
.55
.25
Pequot Sheets, 72x99 ............... ;............................................. 3.10
1.65
Pequot Sheets, 72x90 ...................... ............................... .\..... 2.90
1.50
Pequot Pillow Slips ..... ..................................... ....... „...........
.65
.42
Pequot Pillow Tubing, 42 inch *.........................................
.70
.42
New Era Sheets .............................................................. ......... 2.25
1.25
Indian Head 4-4..........................................................................
.50
.30
Bates Damask .......................................................................... „ 1.50
.95
Enamel Cloth (best) ...................................................... .......
.70
.42
Outings (best) ..........................................................................
.45
.25
Outings, white (extra heavy) .......... ............................ ......
.50
.30
1.40
.80
2.00
1.25
3.50
2.50
1.10
1.00
Turkish Towel, extra good quality....................
.90
.50
Long Cloths ..................................................... 40c,
55c 20c, 30c, 35c

Other People Nay Not.

ALL KINDS OF DRY FISH

H-TlTtM STDIt

BASEMENT

Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Paper.

COBBS

WIGHT’S

DEPARTMENT

You Know What You Are Doing.

1

Page Three

THE ARCADE, ROCKLAND

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11
CONCERT 8:00 TO 8:30.

ADMISSION,

50

DANCING 8:30 TO 12:00

CENTS.

INCLUDING

TAX

CARS TO ALL POINTS

18-lt

DANCE ARCADE DANCE
SATURDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 12
Dancing 8 to 12.
CARS

Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c.

AFTER THE

MARSTON’S
GOOD CROWDS

Plus Tax.

DANCE

MUSIC
GOOD TIMES

MASURY’S READY MIXED PAINT
A Strictly Pure Paint of Highest Grade

$4.00 per gallon
$1.00 per gallon below high price of last year;

W. H. GLOVER CO.

s

Four

are
LEY
THE
GIANTS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 10, 1921.

Every-Other-Day

"What—what—what In blue blazes MAX CLARK WAS
are you driving at?" tiie mayor sput
“Homt of Good Values*
tered.
MUCH SURPRISED
“I wouldn't care to discuss It over
the telephone. I take It. however, that
“1 don't know, Bryce. He left In his a hint to the wise Is sufficient; nnd 1 Tells Friends of Remarkable
motor for San Francisco about one warn you, mayo?, that if you beep
tliat car It will bring you bad luck.
o'clock this morning."
Discovery Made In His
For an Instant Bryce Cardigan Today Is Friday, and Friday Is an un
Home City.
stared at her; then a slow, mocking lucky day. I'd get rid of that sedan
,
little smile crept around the comers before noon if I were you.”
There was a long, fateful silence
of hts mouth, und his eyes lighted with
Max Clark of Gt Jefferson street,
Then in a singular small, quavering
mirth.
“Glorious news, my dear Shirley, voice: “You think It besL Cardigan?" Bangor, writes Priest Drug Co., Ban
perfectly glorious I So the old fox
"I do. Return It to No. 33 Redwood gor, Me.:
“I have suffered for a long time with
has gone to San Francisco, eh? Lefi boulevard, and no questions will be
indigestion aud have tried everything.
in a hurry and via the overland route! asked. Good-by!"
Just received a lim
Couldn't wait for the regular passen
When Shirley reached home at ooon, Have also used every doctor I could
ited number of these
ger-steamer tomorrow, eh?
Great she found her car parked In front of possibly think of in Bangor and have
first quality $10 Value
jumping Jehoshaphatl He must have the porte cochere; and a brief note, also consulted a few specialists in
had Important business to attend to." left with the butler. Informed her that
Hip
Rubber
Boot*
Boston and New York, but they did me
And Bryce commenced to chuckle. after thinking the matter over. Mrs
no
good.
I
made
up
my
mind
to
try
from
the
U.
S
Govern

OOPYT2IGHT, EY PETER JB.KYNE
“Oh, the poor old Colonel,” he con Poundstone had decided the Poundment Army Base. If
tinued presently, “the dear old pirate! stone family could not afford such an Priest's Indigestion Powder and to my
leaving In the motor for San Fran What a horrible right swing he's run extravagance, and accordingly the cat surprise it did me more good in one
you want a Pair, you'll
SYNOPSIS.
cisco. Tour terrible accusation has ning Intol And you want me to ac was returned with many thanks for week than all the medicine and doctors
have to act quick. Or
grieved meTo such an extent thnt I do knowledge defeat I My dear girl, in the opportunity to purchase It nt such that I used in a year.
CHAPTER I.—Pioneer In the California
der by Mail.
"I feel very good now and I think I
redwood region, John Cardigan, at forty- not feel equal to the task of confront the language of the classic, there Is a ridiculously low figure. ' Shirley
•even, is the leading citizen of Sequoia, ing you until. In a more judicial frame nothing doing.
1 shall put In my smiled, and put the car up in the ini cured. 1 would advise everybody
All Mail Orders must
owner of mills, ships, and man*’ acres of ■
of inltid, you can truly absolve me of crossing Sunday morning, and if you garage. When she returned to the hat is troubled with the terrible thing
Umber, a widower after three years ot
be
accompanied
by
married life, and father of two-day-old
Ihe charge of wishing to do away with don't believe it, drop around and see house her maid Thelma Informed her is indigestion to try and use Priest’s
Bryce Cardigan.
check
or
money
order.
me in action."
young Cardigan.
that Mr. Bryce Cardigan had been Powders. They are easy to take and
"You mustn't try," protested Shirley, calling her on the telephone. So she
•'Tour affectionate
CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce makes
Money Refunded if not
t gives quick results.”
the acquaintance of Shirley Sumner, a vis“UNCLE SETH."
“Rondeau is there with his crew— called Bryce up ot once.
.
ltor to Sequoia, and his Junior by a few
Satisfactory.
For
sale
by
all
druggists.
If
your
Shirley’s lip curled. With a rarer, and he has orders to stop you. Be
years. Together they visit the Valley of
“Has Poundstone returned your
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan and keener intuition than she had hitherto sides, you can't expect help from the
dealer does not carry. Priest's Indi
Parcel Poet Ida Extra,
car?" he queried.
his son as the burial place of Bryce's
gestion Powder, insist on him order
manifested, she sensed the hypocrisy police. Uncle Seth has made a deal
mother, and part with mutual regret
"Why, yes. What makes you ask?"
between the lines; she was not de with the mayor. 1 came prepared to
ing it from the wholesaler or Priest
CHAPTER III.—While Bryce Is at col
"Oh, I had a suspicion he might
suggest
a
compromise,
Bryce,"
she
de
ceived.
Drug Co., Bangor, Me. Samples sent
lege John Cardigan meets with heavy
You
see.
I
called
him
up
and
suggest
business losses and for the first time views
“He has gone to San Francisco for dared, but he interrupted her with
ree. Mention paper in which you
the future with uncertainty.
ed it; somehow his honor is peculiar
more ammunition," she soliloquized. a wave of his hand,
ead this advertisement.—Advt.
susceptible
to
suggestions
from
me,
ly
CHAPTER IV.—After graduation from
"Very well, unkle-dunk I
While
“That for the police and that venal
college, and a trip abroad, Bryce Cardi
nnd
—
”
you're away. I shall manufacture a Mayor Poundstone!" Bryce retorted,
gan comes home. On the train he meets
“Bryce Cardigan," she declared,
Shirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to
few hdlnhs myself."
with another snap of his fingers. “I’ll
county nnd got a job sth-k ■>g lumhei
make her home there with her uncle,
“
you're
a sly rascal—that's what you
After
breakfast
she
left
the
house
rid the city of them at the fall elec
in the'drying yard of the Willits l.um
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his
are. I shan't tell you another thing." her cotffpany.
father’s eyesight has failed and that Cot
nnd walked to the Intersection of I! tion."
He's been there twi
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of
“1 hope you had a stenographer a, tuonihs now, nnd I am Informed by
with Water street. Jules Rondeau and
“You can't afford a compromise.
the old man's business misfortunes.
his crew of lumberjacks were there, You’ve been telling me I shall never tjge dictograph when the mayor nnd his employer that old Slac hasn't ink
CHAPTER V.-In the Valley of the ’
your uncle cooked up their little deal
NOTE—This Offer it for Ten Days Only as
en a drink in all that time. And
Giants young Cardigan finds a tree felied nnd with two policemen guarded the build the N. C. O. because you will
directly across his mother’s grave. Indi
we have a limited quantity of these goods
crossing.
not permit me to. You’re powerless, That was thoughtful of you, Shirley. what’s more, he isn't going to take
cations are that it was cut down to secure
It was a bully club to have up your one again."
at the old price. The new lots will cost
Shirley looked from the woods bully I tell you. 1 shall build it.”
the burl, and evidence seems to show that
about a dollar more.
Pennington and his woods-boss. Jules to the locomotive and back to Ron
“You shan't!” she fired back at him, sleeve at the -final showdown, for with
“How do you know?"
Rondeau, are implicated in the outrage.
deau.
and a spot of anger glowed in each It you can make Unkiedunk behave
"Because 1 make It my business to
CHAPTER VI.—Dining with Col. Prn- t
“Rondeau,” she said, “Mr. CaMIgan cheek. “You're the most stubborn himself nnd force that compromise find out. Mac was the finest woods
nlngton and his niece, Bryce finds the Is a bad man to fight. Tou fought him
and belligerent man I have ever you spoke of. Seriously, however, I boss this county ever knew; hence you
room paneled with redwood burl, confirm
known.
Sometimes I almost hate don’t want you to use It, Shirley. We do not assume thnt I would lose tin
ing his suspicions of Pennington's guilt once. Are you going to do it again?"
In a diplomatic way, unperceived by Shir- |
must avoid a scandal by all means; old scoundrel wilhout making a fighi
He nodded.
you.
”
ley, the two men declare war.
“By whose orders?”
“Come around at ten tomorrow nnd praise be. I don't need your club for Vim, do you? Why, Buck, he's
CHAPTER VII—Pennington refuses to
“Mr. Sexton, she tell me to do It."
morning and watch me put in the to beat your uncle's brains ouL IT, been on tjie Cardigan pay roll thirty
renew his logging contract with fhe Card!- :
gans. believing his action means bank- I
"Well, Rondeau, some day I’ll he crossing—watch me give Rondeau and taking his club away from him to us- years, and I only fired him in ordei
ruptcy for the latter. Bryce forces Ron- '
boss of Laguna Grande and there'll he his gang the run.” He reached over for that purpose."
to reform him. Well, last week I sent
deau to confess he felled the tree in the
“Really, I believe you're happy to one of Mac’s old friends down to
Valley of the Giants, at Pennington’s or- ; no more fighting.” she replied, nnd
suddenly, lifted her hand, and kissed
der. After punishing the man, Bryce
passed on down B street to the office it. "How I love you, dear little antag day."
Willits purposely to call on him nnd
hurls him at Col. Pennington, who, with
“Happy7 I should tell a man I It invite him out ‘for a time:' but Mac
Shirley, had witnessed the fight. Panning- | of the Cardigan Redwood Lumber onist !" he murmured.
4-6 CENTER STREET, BATH, ME.
ton Is humiliated, and the girl, indignant,
the streets of Sequela were paved wouldn't drink with him. No. sir. lit
company. Moira McTavish looked up
“If you loved me. you wouldn't op
orders Bryce to leave her and forget their
with
eggs,
I
could
walk
them
all
daj
friendship. He leaves, but refuses to ac
as she entered.
couldn't he templed. On the contrary
pose me.” she protested softly. "I tell
cept dismissal.
“Where is he. dear?” Shirley asked. you again. Bryce, you make it very without making an omelette."
he told the tempter that I had prom
EMPIRE THEATRE
MATIN1CUS ROCK
CHAPTER VIII.—Returning to Sequoia,
“It must he nice to feel so happy ised to give him back his job if he re
“I must see him.”
hard for me to be friendly with you."
the train on which Shirley, her uncle, and
after
so
many
months
of
the
blues.
’
“In that office. Miss Shirley," Moira
mained on the water wagon for one
Beautiful Marion Daviea is happily
Bryce are traveling, breaks away from
This station was recently visited
“I don't want to be friendly with
"Indeed It Is, Shirley. You see unti
the locomotive, and Bryce, who could have replied, and pointed to the door. Shir
I you. You're driving me crazy, Shir very recently 1 wns very much wor year; he wns resolved to win hack bis and insi>ected by (’apt. C. E. Sherman. cast aS the heroine of the mystery-love
escaped, at the risk of his life cuts out
ley stepped to the door, knocked, and ley. Please run along home, or wherKeeper Beal talks of killing liis pig story, aApril Folly,” which has its
job and hjst self-respect.”
the caboose and saves them from certain
death, being painfully injured in doing so
“I know what your |ilan is.” Ogilvy soon. There will be another exciting final showings today. The picture is
then entered. Bryce Cardigan, sealed ' ever you're bound. I’ve tried to under- ried as to your attitude toward me. I
a story within a story. April Poole, a
at his desk, looked up as she came In. I stand your peculiar code, but you're couldn't believe you'd so far forget interrupted. “Liston, now. to father's day for us out here where we can see brilliant young woman novelist, is the
CHAPTER IX.—Moira McTavish, chliayourself ns to love me in spile 01 cords of wisdom. Didn’t you hear me lots of sea.
hood friend of Bryce and employed in his
His left arm was in a sling, and he
too deep for me; so let me go my way everything—so I never took the trouhh
office, makes Shirley’s acquaintance and
Miss Pauline Beal did not attend heroine. She has just written a flpw
tell thal girl and her villainous avun
looked harassed and dejected.
the two become friends. Needing money
to
the
devil.
George
Sea
Otter
is
out

school
Monday owing to the fact that book. As she shows it to her publishto
ask
you.
And
now
I
don't
have
t<
badly. John Cardigan offers to sell Pen
cular relative last night that I had an
“Don't get up, Bryce,” she said as he
she caught a slight cold while return er, the events in it are tlirown on the
side asleep in the tonneau of the car. ask you. 1 know! And I’ll he arottut
nington the Valley of the Giants, but the
attempted to rise. “I know j-ou're quite
other ace up my kimono?”
Colonel, confident the property must soon
ing home one evening . recently after screen. The publisher .figures as the
Tell him to drive you wherever you're to see you after I get that crossing in !'
hero, his editor the villain, and the
be his through the bankruptcy of his
exhausted. Tou look IL" She sat
Bryce nodded.
v warm d» bate about Jo iexport and
going.
I
suppose
you're
afoot
today,
enemies, contemptuously refuses.
Un
“You're
perfectly
horrid."
shi
down. “I'm so sorry," she said softly.
“That was npt long, old dear. I had St. George with, Opt. Hilt. It wns girl the heroine. In tin- main story,
known to her uncle. Shirley buys ti e
for I noticed the mayor riding to his blazed, and hung up without the fur
April takes the place of Lady Diana,,
Valley and the Cardigans have a new
the nee. nnd this morning I played It lUite a debate but it isn’t yet finished.
llis dull glance brightened. “It
Manniuter, abi.iit to sail to South
office In your sedan this morning.”
lease of business life. They interest capi
taality of saying- good-by.
A
great
party
was
given
at
the
doesn't
amount
to
that,
Shirley.
”
And
—
wherefore
In
my
heart
there
Is
that
tal and decide on a scheme to parallel
Africa with a precious jewel. April ia
*••••••
She tried to look outraged, but for
Pennington’s logging railroad.
peace that passeth understanding— Hilts' home Feb. 2 i:i honor of Grampa trailed by tliajrnond thYe^es and detec
j he snapped his fingers. "It throbs a
Shortly arte/ Shirley's departure particularly since I have just hud a Hilt’s and Mrs. Gott’s
the life of her she could not take of
birthday, tives and is saved from a fatal en
CHAPTER X.—Buchanan Ogilvy, rail ' little and it's stiff and sore, so I carry
fense at his bluntness; neither did she from his office, Bryce had a visit from telegram informing me (hat my ace 'rrampa was 71 years old. Hp qame counter with the former by a young
road contractor and Bryce s college friend, : It in the sling.
That helps a little.
is decided on by the Cardigans as tiie
Sere Aug. 31st and is spending 111 man. Kerry Sarle. who falls in love
resent a look which she detected In Buck Ogilvy. The latter wore a neatly took the qtltl trick.
man to figure as the builder of the pro | What did you want to see me about?"
winter with I rank. Th"? won’t give \ ith her. By a clever trick she de
Ins eyes, even though it told her he pressed suit of Shepherd plaid, witl
posed railroad. Bryce goes to San Fran
“
You
"ill
reenll
thnt
from
the
very
“I wanted to tell you,” said Shirley,
Mrs. Gott's age for ladies sometimes feats her enemies and brings the ad
cisco to meet him.
was
laughing
at
her.
a
white
carnation
in
his
lapel,
and
h
nstunt
we
decided
lo
cut
in
thnt
jump“that—that last night’s affair was not
dislike to tell. However, there was
"Oh, very well," she replied with was apparently the most light-heartei crossing. wa commenced to plan great big supper, and as everybody venture to a successful close.
CHAPTER XI.—Ogilvy ostentatiously of my making.”
He smiled compas
”The Poor Simp” with Owen Moore
begins work of surveying for the line,
young
man
in
Humboldt
county.
U
against interference by Pennington; In was nearly starved, the food vanished
sionately, "I—I couldn't bear to have what dignity she could muster. “Have
which is announced as a proposed through
topping the cast is destined to furnish
consequence we kept, or tried to keep, quickly. Many gifts were received lots cf amusement for the weekend au
route. Pennington, vaguely alarmed, de
you think I'd break my word and tell it your own way. I've tried to warn struck an attitude and demanded:
cides to block operations by making it im
“Boss, what do you think of my new our decision a secret. However, there hy the honored guests Ganus? went diences. llis name was Caruthers and
you. Thank you for your offer of the
him."
possible to secure a franchise for the line
•xisted at all limes the possibility that played and ice cream and cake were he was a simp from start to finish- He
through Sequoia. In this he plans to en
“It never occurred to me that you car. I shall be glad to use iL Uncle suit?"
list the aid of the mayor, Poundstone.
“You lunatic I Don't you know red Pennington might discover our benevo served. The party broke up nt a late called on his best girl to propose, but
had dealt me a hand from the bottom Seth sold my car to Mayor Pound
hour. If we are out of the world we forgot what he was there for.
And
CHAPTER XII.-“Buck” Ogilvy, as
of the deck, Shirley. Please don’t stone last night. Mrs. P----- admired blonds should never wear light shades? lent intentions and block us with his certainly had a rousing good time.
that was only the beginning. He went
builder of the projected Northern Cali
You're
dressed
like
a
negro
minstrel."
It
so
!
”
only weapon—a restraining order is
worry about It. Tour uncle has had
fornia & Oregon railroad, meets Moira
Someone here asks if Engineer F. from l»ad to worse. Finally he wanted
“Well, I feel as happy as nn end sued hy tiie judge of the United States
"All! Then It was that rascally
McTavish and is much impressed. Bryce
two private detectives watching Ogilvy
E. Grant will please send hi-; present to commit suicide, and nobody blamed
And hy the way, you're al district courL
and his father make plans for securing a
Poundstone who told your uncle atjout man.
and
me.
”
address if he reads this item.
him. Who could?—adv.
franchise for the line from the city
council.
“Oh!” she breathed, much relieved. the temporary franchise, thus arousing chirked up yourself. Who's been help
“Now. one of the roost delightful
Ing
you
to
the
elixir
of
life?
Whet
'his
suspicions
to
such
an
extent
thal
A ghost of the old bantering smile
things I know about a court is that tl
CHAPTER XIII —Ogilvy, in a business
SUNSHINE
ISLE AU HA'JT
lighted tier winsome features. “Well, when he heard his locomotive ram we parted last nighb you were forty is open to all men seeking Justice—or
Interview, favorably impresses the Mayor,
fathoms
deep
In
the
slough
ot
de
and later engages that official’s son as at
bling into town, he smelled a rat and
then,
”
she
challenged,
“
1
suppose
you
injustice
disguised
ns
Justice.
Also
Alfred Dunhain has been, to Rock
torney for the new road. Through him
spond.”
John K. Barter was nearly drowned land on business.
hurried down to the crossing?"
don't hate me.”
there Is a w.ise old saw to the effect
they obtain the temporary franchise.
while working on the ice. Fie started
“No less a divinity than Miss Shir
Pennington, finally convinced that the
“
Possibly.
The
Poundstones
dined
Elmer Eaton has been visiting rela
“On the contrary, I love you,” he an
(hat battles are won by the fellow who
Cardigan interests are behind the scheme,
to walk near the edge and losing his tives over the weekend.
ley Sumner! She called this morning
swered. “However, since you must at our house last night.”
gets there first with the most men The footing, went into the pond.
gets to w’ork to balk them.
The
to
explain
that
last
night
’
s
fiasco
was
Bennie Lufkin hauled wood for Gus
“Pretty hard on you. I should say.
situation from the start was absurdly young lads all scrambled over the ice
CHAPTER XIV.—Pennington refuses have known this for some time past. I
none of her making, and quite inno
Bryce the use of a locomotive and trucks
suppose it Is superfluous to mention But then I suppose you have to play
simple. If Pennington got to the dis to help him but, even if he is quite old, sin Ileanseler last Friday.
Alfred Conary spent the weekend
to move equipment for laying a switch,
Well, cyntly she imparted Ihe Information trict court first, we Mere lost I”
he certainly showed the boys he could
it. Moreover, I haven't the right— the game with Uncle Seth.
and Bryce and Ogilvy plan to steal both
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs, W. L.
good morning, Shirley. Sorry to hurry that old Pennington lighted out fot
jet
out
without
their
help.
He
had
to
and during the night put in a crossing yet”.
“You mean you got there first?" ex
Conary.
San Francisco at one o'clock this
cutting Pennington's tracks in the city.
walk a mile in dripping v et clothes
She had cast her eyes down mod you away, but you must remember
W. L. Conary took Alonzo Eaton to
claimed Bryce.
Pennington bribes Mayor Poundstone to
morning.
Wherefore
I
laugh.
Te-he
before
he
reached
home
but
no
serious
we
’
re
on
a
strictly
business
basis
—
ignore the temporary franchise granted
estly. She raised them now and looked
Stonington Wednesday on business.
“I did—hy the very simple method results have yet developed.
Ha-hah
I
”
and to refuse a permanent one.
That
yet; nnd you mustn’t waste my time."
A I. Eaton and Horace Robbins are
night Pennington hears the Cardigan
Dr. Noyes was in town to set John
“Three long, loud ratrous cheers for of preparing to get there first in case
“You’re horrid, Bryce Cardigan."
chopping wood for D. L. Conary.
tracklaying crew at work and hurries to
anything slipped. Something did slit Turner recently.
Uncle,
He's
gone
to
rush
a
restrain
the spot.
Mrs. Ellen Stinson is still unable to
“You're ndorable. Good morning."
Davis Conley is keeping house on walk.
—last night! However, I was ready
“Y’ou'll be sorry for this,” she lug order through the United State! so all I had to do was press the bat the East side.
CHAPTER XV —Bryce and Ogilvy disre
gard Pennington’s frenzied remonstrances
warned him. “Good morning.” She
Jasper Chapin is quite ill at Ston
ton, for as Omar Khayyam remarked
and continue work, but the Colonel gets
passed out into the general office, vis
word to the Mayor and also employs a
•What shall It avail a man If he buy ington and his many, friends h< pe for
his speedy recovery.
desperado to shoot Bryce. Bryce Is wound
ited with Moira about five minutes,
eth n padlock for tils stable after his
ed. Work on the track is stopped by the
.
A
The Island pe< pie extend much syin-|
and drove away in the Napier. Bryce
chief of police. Shirley accuses her uncle
favorite stallion hath been lifted?' Sev nathy to Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Barton in!
watched her through the window. She
of conniving at the murder of Bryce, and
eml
days
ago,
m.v
boy.
I
wrote
a
long
the loss of their little daughter.
RELIABLE
the Colonel leaves for Ban Francisco to
knew he was watching her. but never
letter to our attorney in San Franclsci
safeguard his interests through further
theless she could not forbear turning
legal proceedings.
explaining every detail-of our predicn
COMMISSION HOUSE
round to verify her suspicions. When
meat; the instant I received that tern
CHAPTER XVI.
she did. he waved his sound arm al
porar.v franchise from Ihe city council
her, anil she flushed with vexation.
I mailed a certified copy of It to our
DRESSED CALVES
“God bless her!” he murmured
Quite oblivious of her uncle’s depar
attorney also. Then, In anticipatlm
“She's been my ally allalong, aud 1
ture for San Francisco, Shirley lay
of our discovery by Pennington, I In
LIVE AND DRESSED
awake throughout the remainder of
never suspected It I I wonder what
structed the attorney to prepare tli
the night, turning over and over in her
her game can lie.”
complaint and petition for a restrain
POULTRY
He sat musing for a long time
mind the various aspects of the Cardi
I ing order against Seth Pennington ei
“Yes.” he concluded presently, "old
gan-Pennington Imbroglio. Of one
al, and stand by fo rush to the Judge
Poundstone hns double-crossed us—
thing she was quite certain; peace
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
I with It the instant he heard from me
and Pennington made It worth his
must be declared at all hazards. She
| “Well, about the time old Penning
while. And the Colonel sold the
realized that she had permitted mat
ton started for Sap Francisco thl
mayor his niece’s automobile.
It’s
ters to go too far. A revulsion of feel
i morning. I had our attorney out of bed
PROMPT RETURNS
worth twenty-five hundred dollars, al
ing toward her uncle. Induced by the
and on the long-distance telephone: a
memory of Bryce Cardigan’s blood on
least, and since old Poundstone's
’ nine o’clock this morning he.appeared
finances will not permit such an ex
her white finger tips, convinced the
in the United States district court: at
travagance, I’m wondering how Pen
girl that, at all hazards to her finan
nine-fifteen the judee signed a restrain
T.H. WHEELER CO.
cial future, henceforth she and her
nington expects him to pay for it. 1
ing order forbidding our enemies to
smell a rat as big as a kangaroo. In
uncle musft tread separate paths. She
interfere with ns in the exercise of
93-101 Clinton Street
had found him out nt last, nnd because
this case two and two don't make four.
right legally granted us hy the city of
In her nature there was some of his
They make six! Guess I’ll build a fire
Sequoia, and at nine-thirty a deputy
BOSTON
own fixity of purpose, (he resolution
under old Poundstone.”
United States marshal started in a
IH-tf-Tb
cost her no particular pang.
He took down the telephone re
“I Suppose You’ll Acknowledge Your,
automobile for Sequoia, via the over
celver nnd called up the mayor
She had been obsessed of a desire,
self Whipped at Last, Bryce?”
land route. He will arrive late tomor
“Bryce Cardigan speaking, Mr. Pound
rather unusual In her sex. to see a
i row night, and on Sunday we will get
light worth while; she had planned to at him searchlngly. “I suppose you'll stone.” he greeted the chief executive
"Three Long. Loud. Raucous Cheers i that locomotive nut of our way and in
permit it to go to a knockout, to use acknowledge yourself whipped at last, of Sequoia.
stall our crossing."
fir Uncle.”
Bryce?"
she
ventured.
,“Oh, hello, Bryce, my boy.” Pound
Bryce Cardigan’s language, because
, “And Pennington—"
"Would It please you to have me stone boomed affably. “How's tricks?" district court. Wonder why he didn't
"Ah, Ihe poor Pennington! Mon
she believed Bryce Cardigan would he
can
cai often be ‘ nipped in
“So-so! I hear you’ve bought thal wire his attorney to attend to t,he pauvre Seth!" Buck sighed comical
vanquished—and she had desired to surrender?” He was very serious.
the bud” without dosing
Scott & Bowie, Bloomfield, N. J.
"Indeed It would, Bryce. I’m tired sedan from Col. Pennington’s niece. matter for him."
ly. “He will be Just twenty-four hours
see him smashed—but not beyond re
by nibbing Vicks over
---------- ALSO MAKERS OF---------pair, for her joy in the conflict was of fighting. I want peace. I’m—I’m Wish I’d known It was for sale. I'd
“He has tiie crossing blocked, and , late.”
throat and chest and
“You old he-fox I" Rryce murmured
to lie in the task of putting the pieces afraid to let this matter go any fur have outbid you. Want to make a Inasmuch as the mayor feeds out of
applying a little up the
ther. I’m truly afraid.”
profit on yotir bargain?”
, Pennington’s hand, the Colonel is quite .“You wicked, wicked man I"
together afterward I
nostrils.
Buck
Ogilvy
lifted
his
lapel
pnd
“
No,
not
this
morning,
Bryce.
I
think
“I think I want peace, too,” he an
It was rather a relief, therefore,
confident that said crossing will re
when the Imperturbable James handed swered. “I'd be glad to quit—with we’ll keep IL Mrs. P------- has beer. main blocked. As for the restraining i sniffed luxuriously at his white carna
(Tablets or Granules)
honor. And I’ll do 11 too. If you can wanting a closed car for a long time, order—well. If one wants a thing well tion, the while a thin little smile
her at breakfast the following note:
ro»
played around the corners of his hu
Induce your uncle to give me the kind and when the Colonel offered me this done, one should do It oneself.”
•‘Shirley Dear:
“After leaving you last night I de of logging contract I want with his one at a bargain, I snapped It up.”
“All that doesn’t explain your tnorous mouth. “Ah.” he murmured
presently, “life's pretty sweet. Isn't
“And you don’t care to get rid of It cheerful attitude, though.”
cided that In your present frame of road.”
It?"
“I couldn't do that, Bryce. He has at a profit?” Bryce repeated.
mind my absence for a few days might
Over 17 Million Jan UtaJ Yearly
“Oh, but it does.
I’ve told you
Way To Reach Catarrh
“No, slree!”
tend to a calmer and clearer percep you whipped—and he Is not merciful
about old Duncan McTavish, Moira's
Hyomei's germ-Iiilling medication
“Oh, you’re mistaken, Mr. Mayor. father, haven't I?" Ogilvy nodded, and <To be continued—Began Dec. 28. Back Is the only sensible anil safe way
tion, on your part of the necessary to the fallen. You'll have to—sur
L. R. CAMPBELL
;
copies can be supplied.)
Again she I think you do. I would suggest that Bryce continued: “When I fired the
tactics which in a moment of despera render unconditionally.”
of treating catarrh. Goes right to the
Attorney at Law
tion, I saw fit, with regret to pursue laid ber little hand timidly on his you take that car back to Penning old scoundrel for boozing, it almost
Those small ads in The Courier- spot. Breathed through the nose and
Guaranteed satisfaction or
last night And In the hope that you wounded forearm. “Please give up, ton’s garage and leave It there. That broko his heart; he had to leave Hum Gazette are read by every body. That mouth.
Special
Atteptlop tp Probptp MptttTS
would be the most profitable thing boldt, where everybody knew him, so is why they are so popular and money refunded. Sold by Kittredge
will have attained your old attitude Bryce—for my sake.”
<7S MAIN STREET S I I ROCKLAND. MB,
Pharmacy.
Th&S3t
-- jj.suppose JQLhave to,” be mur. yoiiifiuW Co." —— --------------•tPWirf flW.before my return, I aw
ba. jrandfifed_4fiwfl..iaia Mendocino effective.
mured sadly. “I dare say you’re right,
though one should never admit defeat
until he ts counted out I suppose,”
he continued bitterly, “your uncle Is
in high feather this morning."
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Every-Other-Day
WITH LIMEWORKERS

in.

• • • •
Point: Lighter Berwick discharged
1500 barrels No. 1 from Kockport
■Wednesday. It liad been retrlmmed
and came out in fine shape and
double-quick time, it being discharged
in four hours. Four hundred barrels
were landed the first hour.
James
Walker and John Brown did the
hooking' on; no parcheesi game that
night for John—he was too tired.
Three days’ run for the kilns were
made,' with the Five-Kiln crew in
charge. Shipments: Four cars bulk,
2 cars Jacobs, 1 car Selected, 1 car No.
1, 1 car Lump, 1 car Hydrate.—Piping
of the barrel factory has been com
pleted' and a heater installed in Mr.
L'lmer’s office.—The motors have ar
rived and will be placed immediately.
Wiring has been commenced under
supervision of Myron Rollins, with Mr.
Ulmer as assistant.
Barrel Factory No. 1: The factory
will run Thursday and Friday this
week.—John Lane and Allen Newhall
are taking down the old Silas Mc
Loon kiln building in Warren, recently
purchased by Rhama Phllbrlck.
• • * •
Five Kilns: Adam Sobelisky and
Frank Smith have made repairs on
the boiler.—Two small shipments
during the week, one of Selected and
one of Lump.—Three cars of barrels
have been received.—Mr. Smith has
entirely recovered from . his recent
throat trouble and is-back.
Mill: A try-out of Mill No. 2 was
had last Friday. No. 1 suspends opertion Wednesday for a few days. Car
shipments for the week: 6 land cloth,
6 land paper, 2 chemical, 3 mixed.
Production: 219 tons land.
....
Gregory: Sub-Foreman Frank Timponi arrjved home from a week in
Boston Monday night.
Ralph Gross
substituted for him.—P. Burns has
been the second man on nights while
the kilns were plugged. All the kilns
not afire are wooded and rocked.—
The boiler men and coal wheelers
took a lay-off with the rest.—The
steel trestle over the kilns is being
repaired and strengthened by Mr.
Fullerton and crew.
• • * •
Coal Plant:
“SI" Gross from the
L. R. R. R. machine shop is over
hauling and repairing the ettgine while
the boiler is being retubed. Ed. Eaton
is doing new wire rigging on the guys.
It is expected that everything will be
ready for operation by Wednesday
Hot spots have developed in the coal
piles but nothing serious as yet.
Operation of kilns began again
Tuesday morning.
Beginning Tuesday, all rock for
kilns is to go through the crusher.
Auto brown and black are to be the
colors on the G. M. C. truck recently
repaired.
Hank Fullerton is dopn on the farm
cutting wood. He has made a trans
portation rig from an old surry wagon
which is a dream.
The Safety and Welfare Committee
held their regular monthly meeting
last Thursday afternoon. The cigars
passed out by the chairman were
lighted in fear and trembling as to
the committee's own safety, as Mr.
Vose has the bad habit of treating
people to loaded smokes.

PLEASANT POINT
Monday was a busy day in this
place. Al Carle and hts bride moved
into their new home and Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Davis moved into the R.
B. Fillihore house for the winter. G.
W. Maloney, Mrs. G. A. Davis and
Mrs. Florence Orne were in Thomas
ton.
Mrs. Grace Maloney has had a
week’s vacating from her duties at
the Post Office, which she spent in
Vassalboro and Waterville, returning
home last Friday*
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Orne visited in
Thomaston last Thursday night and
went to the pictures in Rockland.

• • » .

The death of James A. Creamer
which oourred at the Silsby Hospital
in Rockland last Friday morning,
came as a shock to friends through
out the town. Mr. Creamer was born
in Waldoboro, Nov. 24. 1S72, the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Albion Creamer.
His mother died when he was but 18
months old, and Mr. and Mrs. Albion
Morse of this place took him to their
home, where he remained until he
married and had a home of his own.
Mr. Creamer was married in March
1890 to Miss Annie Stone of this
place, who survives with two sons
Orren, who is murried and resides in
this place and Roger who lives at
home Another son, Oakley, died in
infancy. Mr. Creamer was a genial,,
kindhearted man with a wide circle of
friends and acquaintances and as a
neighbor expressed it "a friend to
everyone. A kind and indulgent husband
and father and a good man in his
family his death has brought much
sorrow to the family circle, and sin
cere sympathy is extended to Its
members.
Funeral
services were
held Sunday, Rev. Mr. Clarke of
Friendship officiating.
There were
many beautiful (lowers, silent mess
ages of love and respect. He wus
laid to rest in the family plot at Da
vis Point. The bearers were: A. W.
Orne. Alfred Orne, .Byron Coomlis
and Irving Fates.
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Construction Crew Is Making Knox Pomona Session At
West Rockport Very Grati
Good Progress On the New
Kilns and Point Plant.
fying To Patrons.
(From Bulletin No. 49)
New Kilns: Dumping of chips for
the cribs has begun. The form for
first section of inside wall (north) lias
been built. The road approach is to
have good ' width and easy grade.
Work the past week has been on flues
and lower part of structure. The coal
crusher and second car of skip hoists
have arrived. The striped paint on
third kiln (by Artist Hanlon) denotes
that all three are now riveted.—A
train wreck on the Maine Central
caused a delay of pay-day till Satur
day.—The riveting crew, comprising
Chris Larsen, Tony Alien, Andy An
derson and John Elo, all went to Bos
ton Saturday, to return Tuesday." The
non-arrival of material made this trip
possible.—Mr. Peterson brought from
Boston a series of steel engravings
for Mr. Toomey the engineer.—Joe
Burgess has arrived back on the job.
■—Tom Hanlon has been out for sev
eral days on account of a severe cold.
—A car of machinery steel arrived
Saturday and a caf of brick Monday,
but nothing doing as yet on the arrival
df the much desired girder steel.—The
fan room between'l and 2 is being put

10,

NORTH WALDOBORO

Just try

MAINE MUSIC COMPANY’S

VICTOR RECORD SERVICE

Those who for any reason failed to a
attend Knox
Pomona Grange at
_OLD
West Rockport last Saturday, missed
an intellectual treat. This was the
first meeting since the election and
160C8
installation of its new officers. Every
officer reported for duty but the sec
17142
retary and ihe gate keeper, the secre
tary being absent on account of sick
ness All rituals were put aside and
17234
the state deputy, who was present,
very highly praised the work.
17380
It was a busy session and it was
'
nearly 1.30 p. m. before the meeting
was placed In the hands of the lec
17643
turer.
Every
member
responded
when called on. The lecture of E. T.
17309
Clifford was a gem. His talk wns
followed by Mrs. Beulah Oxton, who.
too, told of the work being done by
17456
the W. C. T. V. to help Americanize
the foreigner.
17474
County Agent Ralph Wentworth
and Mrs. Wentworth became mem
bers of Knox Pomona at this meet
17774
ing. after which
Mr. Wentworth
spoke briefly of his work and plans
for the Farm Bureau. This was a
splendid meeting and the next one is
17807
to be at East I’nion, March 5, and
bids fair to be equally instructive.

FAVORITES WHICH HAVE ARRIVED SINCE OUR LAST~

BULLETIN

“The Coffee of
Good Taste ’

Beautiful Isle of Somewhere—Sacred,
Jarvis
Chriat Arose—Easter Hymn,
Hayden Quartet

Sousa’s Band
Pryor's Band

My Maryland March,
General Mixup, U. S. A., March,

The Rosary,
For All Eternity,
Whistler and His Dog,
The Warbler's Serenade,

—AT—

42 cents a pound

John Barnes Wells
Alan Turner

‘

CUSHING

Pryor's Band
Pryor’s Band

ROCKPORT

Miss Irene Hopping was the week
end guest of Miss Sybil Creamer ut
West Waldoboro.
Mrs. Martha Benner • of Feylers'
Corner was p caller at Mrs. Nellie
Wallace's Sunday.
School closed Friday for the winter.
Talk about your smart women.
Friendship certainly has one, She
was in Rockland recently and wanted
to get home so she walked one mile
to the Rockland depot, took the train
to Waldoboro and walked from the
depot to Friendship, eleven miles.
She simply thought her husband
needed his cook at home.
Roy Benner is the champion fox
hunter. He has shot seven foxes
this winter so far.
Mrs. George T. Palmer was the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
B. Little, in Bristol lust week.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Spear of South
Warren were at Isaac Hoffses Friday.
H. I’. Ludwig is visiting in Friend
ship.
Mrs. F. Alice Burrows and Mrs.
Floyd Wotton went to Rockland Fri
day where they will be guests of
Mrs.- Burrow’s daughter, Mrs. Inez
Shuman.
Mrs. James Benner attended the
Wooden Wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Benner at Friend
ship Saturday evening.

Miss Pauline Cole spent Sunday
with relatives in Bath.
Walter Carroll has purchased Mrs.
Asleep in the Deep,
Wilfred Glenn
Caro Coates house on Commercial
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep,
Wilfred Glenn
street, which he will occupy in the
The Unclouded Day—Revival Hymn,
Rodeheavcr
near future.
If Your Heart Keeps Right,
Rodeheaver
Earl Dow is in Boston this week on
Silver Threads Among the Gold.
Elsie Baker
business.
When You and I Were Young, Maggie,
Harrison
Harbor Light Chapter O. E. S. will
Cunha Medley (Hawiian Guitar Duet),
celebrate their fourteenth birthday at
Pale K. Lua and David Kaili
their next legular meeting, Tuesday.
Hula Medley (Hawiian Guitar Duet),
This is for members only and it is
Pale K. Lua and David Kaili
hoped that all will he present. A
program will be given at the dose ot
Minnehaha—Medley Waltz (Hawiian Guitars),
which a luncheon will be served in the
Pale K. Lua and David Kaili
Telephone tliat item of news to The
banquet hali. Mrs. Robert K. Shibles
Indiana March,
Pale K. Lua and David Kaili
is chairman of the committee and ail Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
17854 The Villago Gossips (Rural Specialty),
readers will see it.
enjoyable evening is assured.
WATERMAN'S BEACH
Stewart and Harlan
The Junior class of Ihe Rockport
Uncle Josh Buys An Automobile (Rural Comedy),
High School held ti social at West
Edward Murray and Mr. Bailey are
Stewart
Rockport Monday evening. They en
hauling lumber at Thomaston from
17872 My Ain Folks,
Imperial Quartet
joyed a straw ride and presented a
the lumber yard on Tower Hill. Mr.
pleasing program to a good audience.
A Perfect Day,
Imperial Quartet
DR. F. B. ADAMS
Bailey lost one of his best team horses
As a result of the recent member
last week through Illness. The Bailey
17891 Whistle While You Walk (with Whistling Specialty),
ship and attendance contest between OffiM 400 Main Str.eL ROCKLAND. MAIffil
family have proved to be good neigh
Murray and Belmont
the girls Dumahqua Society and Rev. OffiM Hour,, until 9 a. in.: I to 4 A 7 to I ».
bors, but they will soon be through
Blue Jay and the Thrush (with whistling),
Andrew Young’s class of young men
OFFICE TELEPHONE IM-W
with this work here. Every team here
Murray, Harlan, Belmont
in the Baptist church, a supper was
is in good demand now. hauling firekHlIlltt—Thorndik, Houu.
TEL. 0M.
17979 I Hear You Calling Me (violin, flute and Harp),
given
by
the
gills
to
Rev.
Andrew
wook. ‘
Neapolitan Trio
Young
’
s
class,
who
were
the
winners
Fred Munroe is hauling wood from
DR. C D. NORTH
Little Grey Home in the West (violin, 'cello and harp
having every member present for ten
the ^iare lot. Long Point. Spruce
with bells),
Venetian Trio
consecutive Sundays.
The supper Physician andX-Ray Operator
Head, for Maynard Post. Mr. Ware
was in charge of Mrs. Mabel Crone,
has his ice house on the Head filled
OFFICE. IB Bm«» Strwt ROCKLAND
the efficient teacher of the girls’ class,
Neapolitan
Trio)
tf
|
with ice that was hauled from the
35196 Memories of Home.
I
f
OFFICE HOURS: Until 9 I B.
and consisted of oyster stew, pastry
mainland and Mr. and Mrs. Ware are
•u5
Love’s Old Sweet Song,
Neapolitan Trio 1
and coffee and was served to about
1:00 to 3:00 and 7:00 to 0:00 «. ffi.
wintering in the Ware home in Water
TELEPHONE 717
«»-■
40. The guests of honor were the su
ville.
Williams 1
perintendent, Miss Helen
Dunbar,
Harry Cowing is cutting wood on
64109 Absent (Glenn-Metcalf),
Drs.
T.
L.
&
Ruth
McBeath
Mrs. Andrew Young. Maurice Avery
Patten Point for H. R. Waldron. He
and Everett E. Libby. Mrs. Crone
has been taking Ills dinner In a Uni
Osteopathic Physicians
was assisted in serving by Mrs. Ar
Alma Gluck |
11
versal lunch box, but the darn thing
74465 Listen to the Mocking Bird,
10 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINI
thur K. Walker, Mrs. Ella Overlock
blew up on him the other day and the
Evan
Williams
(
|
HOURS: 0:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
74477 Face to Face (Herbert Johnson),
and Mrs. A. C. Moore. The supper
coffee was as cold as a dog's nose
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
was
followed
by
a
social
hour
and
Ihe
when he sat down to dinner. It cost
In the In the death of Mrs. Lucy
TELEPHONE 130
1-tf
Ernestine Schumann-Helnk ) |
87221 The Rosary,
$3.50.
(Studley) Wing, this town loses one evening was much enjoyed.
1
1
Louise Homer
87255 Oh, Promise Me,
Jackson Snowdeal has a new cow
of its oldest and most respected wo
DR. J. C. HILL
and a new horse. Jack told me what
men. She was born in Waldoboro,
ROCKVILLE
breed the cow was but I have forgot
Sept.
20,1832,
the
youngest
of
live
chil

Elegie
—
Melodie
(Massenet),
Caruso-Mischa
Elman
89066
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
ten whether It was Leghorn or Rhode
dren. daughter of Jacob and Elizabeth
Island Red; at any rate folks say
John Whalen from the head of the Office Hours:
Rockland, Me.
(Hoffses) Studley, being the last sur
there Is nothing like her in town.
vivor. She was married to Arthur J. bay, began cutting and harvesting ice 10 to 11 A. M.j 1 to 2 P. M.j 6 to 8 P. M.
THE POSTMAN WILL BRING YOUR RECORDS
Dave Mann told me he found a live
Wing, Dec. 10, 1857, of this union this week at the head of Chickawaukie
126-tf x
snake in the gutter on Millet Hill last
two children were born, Mrs. Mary lake. He has had an extension built
You needn’t come to our store, if it’s not convenient, or if you live
week. Millet Hill is a warm place
Seavey and Mrs. H. L. Killeran noth
too far away. We pack your records carefully and send them to you
DR. A. W. FOSS
when George Snow is at home; that
by parcel post, insured s^ there can be no loss from breakage.
of this place. She resided in Waldo on the small ice house there. There
Is. George will keep you warm if you
are two companies at work on the
II Bootk SVM»
boro
until
Apr.
1866,
living
here
Check the ones you want, clip out and mail to us.
undertake to argue the question with
the remainder of her life. She unit lower end of the lake and the ice is
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
him.
\
ed with the Methodist Episcopal 14 inches thick, clear and handsome.
Maynard Post and Harlie Burton
OFFICE HOURS: 1:00 ta 1:09; 7:99 ta 9Mb
Mrs.
Grace
Richardson
of
Camden
My Name ...............................j,................................ ................................
church soon after and was a most
still have lobster traps set, for both
TELEPHONE 949
zealous member. A most Indulgent has been in town calling on friends.
have large families and can’t afford to
1343
Mrs. Orey Tolman’s mother, Mrs.
wife
and
mother,
she
was
always
at
haul up a winter like the present.
My Address .................................................... .......................................
her post in the home, where old and Staples, of Deer Isle, is making her a
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Kipp Mann has a brood of 1921
young were ever welcome. The past visit and will stay for the remain
chickens hatched Jan. 31st on Two
der
of
the
winter.
VICTROLAS $25.00 TO $300.00
OffiM: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
tew years she has been confined to
Bush Island and I expect some chicks
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Tolman of Bos
0ffi» lloura: I ts 3 and 7 to I P. M.
her
‘
'home
by
rheumatism
and
during
next Sunday.
this time she busied herself hooking ton are guests of their father, Charles RniOtne, until 9 A. M. and by Aasolatune,
....
Tolman.
mats, some of which have taken
THE MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
Haven’t seen many reports from the
The ground-hog must have seen his TELEPHONES: RMldaata. 41-4, OffiM. 149prizes at different fairs being wonder
hen men this winter, so I take it their a
shadow Candlemas
day, but the
83-tr
ful
in
both
workmanship
and
shaking
Rockland’s Exclusive Music Store
biddies have not panned out quite as
of colors During these 20 years she weather is still fine. The 5th and 6th
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
well as last winter, but here Is my‘
has been very dependent upon her of this month were very warm days
395 Main Street
record for December and January for jj Telephone 708.
daughter. Mrs. Herman Killeran, with for the season, somewhat different 75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
my 25 pullets: They laid 768 eggs in
from the same dates last February.
whom she resided apd who tendeidy
the 62 days I fed them on corn and
At that time we were in the grip of Office Hours—Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 to 9 0. m.
and thoughtfully cared for her in her
oats and what was left from the fam
a blizzard with snpw and strong winds.
Telephone 141 -3
declining years and to her and to her
ily table—no soft food, so-called. I
It was so cold on the pond where the
3 tf
family and to the other daughter,
have five pure bloods and the rest 1
men
were
cutting
ice
that
they
had
to
of Stonington and Deer Isle were in much sympathy is extended. There
SWAN’S ISLAND
call Godfrey Strain. I am a great
leave
work
and
seek
shelter.
There
town on Sunday on business connected are also (wo children. Miss Lena
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
beiever in feed instead of breed, with
with Atlantic U. S. Public Health Ser Seavey and Miss Orpha Killeran, a was no more ice cut that winter on
Diseases of the Eye;
the same care you would give your
account
of
continuous
blizzards
and
Ernest McHenan and son from vice Station.
senior in the Thomaston High school. so much heavy snow on the pond.
family.
Vinalhaven have been visiting friends
Refractions, Etc.
Funeral services were held Jan. 30,
Annie Kaler is making her home in Minturn and Old Harbor.
Mrs. Clara Fuller Weed of Norway
407 MAIN STREET
at her late home. Rev. Mr. Hoyt ot is stopping with Mrs. Oscar Carrill.
with the Cowings this winter. If you
Arthur Robinson of Southwest Har
Hoan: 0 to 12 A. M ; I to 0 P M.
WEST WASHINGTON
Thomaston
officiating.
Interment
ask any of the old timers how old An bor has been visiting the island on
Frank Curtiss was home last week
RooMoaca. 21 Fulton Strwt. Tai. 991-1.
took place in the family lot at Nor for a weekend visit.
Office telephone 493-W.
nie is, they will tell you that she was business.
I
ton cemetery.
born the year of the Portland fire.
Ada Barbour, Alice Gross and James
Walter Burdick who has been sick
Leroy Snowdeal was calling on old Fuller from Rockland High School with the grippe is much better.
DAVIS & STURM
friends here Saturday. Leroy weighs spent the weekend with their friends
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Miss Louise Day has had a. very
STONINGTON
Chiropractors
T
rains
L
eave
R
ockland
tor
228 pounds, and it has been said that here.
bad cold the last week.
Eastern Standard Time
he was the most powerful man that
Palmer School Graduates
Mrs. Arnold Bartlett returned to her
Mrs. Burleigh Staples has been vis
King Arthur Lodge K. of P. held its
worked in the Camden Ancnor factory iting friends in Minturn.
She has bqfn Installation Feb. 1. D. D. G. C. Fred Augusta. A§7.00a. m. 17.30 a. m.. tl.10 p. tn.
Mr. and home last Sunday.
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Bangor A§7.00 a. m . 17.30 a. m . tl.lOp. ni.
i few years ago. He is a grandfather Mrs Staples expect
to occupy the boarding with Mrs. Frank Folsom the H. Marden of North Haven who was Bath. A57.00a.m.. t7.30a.m.. tl.10p ro. Aj4 30 Hours 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evenings
BI 6:30 to 7.30
but doesn’t look it.
p tn.. 14.35 p. :n
last two weeks.
house of Calvin Stanley in Minturn.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126-tf
to
have
installed
the
officers
was
un

Boston
.
A
§7.00
a
ni
.
♦7.30a.m.,
tl.lOp.
m.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Godfrey are liv
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Folsom and Mr. able to be present, and that duty de Brunswick, §7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a. in . tl-10 p. tn.,
Charles H. Joyce has been visiting
ing on board of a government yacht at Old Harbor for a few days.
and Mrs. Charles Bonian called on Mr. volved upon P. C. B. L. Noyes, M. D„ 14.35 p. tn
C. E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
tied up at the .Soldiers' Home dock at
A brand new Stanley, weight ten and Mrs. Walter Burdick Sunday who performed it most acceptably up Lewiston,A§7.00a m.. 17.30 a iu.. 11.10 p in.
New
York,
14.35
p.
m.
Hampton, Va. They have enjoyed the and a half pounds has arrived at the evening and were entertained with a
General Medicine
on short notice. He was assisted by Portland.A§7.00a. tu.. f«.30a. 111.. il 10 p. in.,
movies shown the old Vets, Hnd Von home of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stanley, phonograph concert.
,
14.35 p m.
35 Limerock Street
Frank
H.
Webb,
as
G.
M.
A.
and
Waterville.
A
§700
a.
m..
f7.30a.ro
..
11.10
p
tn.
says it is quite a sight to look down born February 6 and not yet named.
Services will be held at the West Joseph A. Gott as G. P. The new offi
Woolwich. §7.00 a m. 17.30 u. m. tl.lOp. iu., OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to 8 P. M.
on several hundred of the old fellows,
Word of the death of one of the Washington chapel next Sunday at 2 cers are: C. C„ Albert C. Turner; V. §4.30 p m.. 14.35 p in.
TELEPHONE 473
14n*Mch2B
not one of them less than 75 years old. summer residents, H. M. Stephens of o'clock and everybody is invited to
.
? Sunday only.
C.. Archie Barbour; prelate, George B. t Daily .exceptSunday.
I have been cutting up some logs Carlisle, Pa., has reached the island.
attend.
A Passengers provide own ferriage KtwH'O Wool
Noyes Jr.; M. A., George B. Larrabee;
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
that were left on the Clark lot into
Charles Boman sold a calf to Bert K. of R. & 8„ B. L. Noyes, M. D.; M. Wicb and Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Leander Rich have
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. I . HARRIS.
lumber. Some of them were over two moved from Old Harbor into the house Ward of Waldoboro last Tuesday.
E. B. SILSBY, Surgsan
F„ D. J. Noyes; M. E„ H. B. Smith; ©-2O-2O V.P & Gen’l Mgr. Gca'I Passenger Agt
feet in diameter, and the limbs were -if Alden Joyce at Mackerel Cove.
Mrs. Edith Emery returned to Lew inside guard, R. B. Judkins; outside
over a foot through. Some were near
Ferd. Morse has been harvesting a iston last Friday. She has been vis
X-RAY Operator
ly a hundred years old. The ants had supply of ice from the ice pond near iting Mrs. Hattie Jackson during the guard. Raymond Judkins. The mag
U ID1IIIER STREET, R0CXI.AR*
nificent
robes
of
the
officers
lent
ail
Vinalhaven
and
Rockland
been living in the hearts of some of Stanley's corner.
last two months.
TELEPHONE 128
air of splendor to the scene and added
them for many years and they should
Mrs. Cora Deering is able to be out much to the Impressiveness of the
Mrs Basil Stinson is in Ellsworth
u-m
Steamboat Co.
have been cut down forty years ago. caring for her mother who is ill.
again after being confined to the ceremonies. Past Chancellor H. B.
They were not fit for lumber but made
No lee in Mackerel Cove at present. house the last month with a sprained Smith gave a brief outline of the his
DR. F. S. POWERS
good dry flrewod.
The direct rout, between
John Stanley has been hauling hay ankle.
tory
of
the
order
and
concluded
his
ROCKLAND,
VINALHAVEN,
NORTH
IIAVEN,
A. B. Waterman has been cutting to the cove.
The next meeting of the sewing cir remarks by presenting the retiring
Dentist
STONLNUTOX. ISLE AU HAUT AND
wood on his back lot and says If there
Much cordwood has been cut and cle will be held at Mrs. Walter Bur Master of Arms, Charles II. Grant,
ORTHODONTIA (,trai,ht,nln, tsstb)
SWAN’S ISLAND
Isn't snow enough to run a sled he the men are waiting for snow in order dick. Feb. 16.
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEOC
witti a past chancellor's jewel.
Mr.
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
will have to build a lumber sled to to haul it out from the woods.
Merl Day and Alton Wellman are Grant was serving the lodge as chan
Steamer leave, Rockland at 1.30
m.
Spur Block................ Fact ol Park Strset
haul it out on. There hasn’t been
Dr. L. G. Tewksbury, Frank Adams, helping Earle Marson chop wood this cellor commander when the World
Ollie,
Hour,:
9 lo 12; I to 5.
TEL. 743-M.
tor Vinalhaven. North Haven, 8toninitna
snow enough in the woods thus far Randall Robbins and Howard Smith week.
and Swan’, Island.
War
called
him
to
less
peaceful
pur

this winter to track a rabbit.
DR. LAWRY
Returning, leave, Swan’, Island at 5.30 a.
suits. He saw hard service ill the
C. D. S. G.
m. tor Stonington. North Haven, Vinal
battles of Soissons, St. Mlhiel, Chateau
99 Oak Strata
haven and Rockland.
Thierry and the Argonne Forest. He
HOURS!
ROCKLAND. MR.
W. S. WHITE. Gen. M,r.
was severely wounded in the Argonne
Uotll 9:99 a. a.
and spent many months in French and
2 ta 4 g.
7 ta 9 g. a.
TELEPHONI in
American hospitals, and it was in ap
STEAMBOAT SERVICE
preciation of this splendid service that
‘
-BETWEENthe jewel was bestowed.
Musical
DR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
numbers by the Misses Helen and CAMDEN, WEST ISLESBORO AND
Dentist
Mrs. Boyce Tells Ber Esprit
%
Nathalie Noyes. Richard Thurlow und
BELFAST
<99 MAIM STREET. ROCKLAND. MAIMS
George Walker and readings by Mrs.
Until furMier notice the swift and commodi
The majority of people suffer from ,
Oopotilo Tboro4iko Hotel
Emina Conley were much enjoyed. ous steamer Castine will make daily trips be
constipation which poisons the whole
tween Camden. West Islesboro aud Belfast.
X-RAV Art DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMEWI
Refreshments of ice cream and cake Leave
Whittemore’s wharf, Camden,
system and causes coated tongues, bad
(OK
were servAl and games and dancing
on arrival of Kockland car ........ 8 05 A M
headaches, foul breath; in children
Leave West Islesboro ......................... ?» 00 A M
indulged in until a late hour.
often results in high fever and actual
Arrive in Belfast ........................... 10 00 A. M. DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
On account of the supper served Returning, leave E. 8. S. Corp..........................
Illness.
,
Wednesday, Jan. 26, the Village Im
wharf, Belfast, for abovd
These conditions may be quickly re
Dentist
landings ........................................... 1.30! P.M.
provement
Society postponed its
lieved by Dr. True's Elixir—the Fam
CONNECTIONS—A, Belfaet with M. C. It It
monthly business meeting until Feb. 2, train to Bangor, and Steamer Golden Rod for
497 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND. Mt.
ily Laxative that has worked wonders
when plans were laid for the months' North Islesboro, Castine and West Brooksville
Atovt Hu,toe-Tuttle Boot Store
for men, women and children since
work. Next week the Camp Fire Stage to Searsport, Stockton Springs and Sandy
Point. At Camden with electric cars for Rock Pbooe 443-M. Offleo Hour,: 9 to 12 ee< ' ta i
1851.
Girls will use the rooms for their so land and Thomaston
“I have great faith in your Dr.
cial and the following week the So
For Information apply to George Dunton. E
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHC
True’s Elixir. I give it to my boy, it 13
S. Co., Agent. Belfast. Me Plume 24 R. L.
ciety will hold a social and enter SCook.
Camden, Me.
Phone 243-3.
W. W.
doing him much good and I would not
tainment. The last week In the month Bowden Cafe, Camden, Me. or Camden Lum JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
he without a bottle for anything.”
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
another supper will be served und ber Company, Camden, Me Phone 130-3.
Mis. Joseph Boyce (Tracey Station,
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
14-tf
COOMBS BROS. Belfait. Me.
during the first week In March the
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
N. B.l.
Civics committee will give an enter
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
You know the symptoms of chronic
Estate
of
Mary
M.
Bean
LARGING.
tainment for the library. Next Wed
NOTICE
constipation—sour stomach, belching,
nesday each member will endeavor to
The subscriber hereby ghes notice tliat on 370 Main St.
Rockland. Me.
bad breath, heavy dull eyes, constant
bring a new member and work will January 18, 1921, be was duly appointed ad
headaches, and genpral out-of-sorts,
ministrator
with
will
annexed
of
tiie
estate
of
begin on a sale to be held in connection Mary M. Bean, late of Warren, in the County
grouchy feeling.
Then why not let
ORNE
with the monthly supper, the last of of Knox, deceased, and on this date was quali
Dr. True’s Elixir help you?
Dr.
fied to fill said trust by giving bond us the law
March.
True's Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Insurance
Mrs. John Jordan has the society's directa.
All persons having demantis against the
Worm Expeller, is mild and pleasant
sincere thanks for the very generous estate are desired to present the same for set
tn A. J. ErtklM A C«.
to take and works Just right for chil
gift of thirty-five of the latest books tleinent. ami all indebted thereto are required
dren and grown ups.
immediately to
<17 MAIN STREET :
: ROCKLANO. MAIM
for the library. There are now about to make payment< UARLES
J McCALLUM,
five hundred volumes and the num
Warren. Maine.
$an. 25. 1921.
«
. Jau. 27-Feb 3-10
ber is steadily Increasing.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
EDWARD K. GOULD
Italian Favorites—Accordion,
Azallea Waltz—Mandolin and piano,

Pietro Deiro

Dr. C. Penney

85c

1

OC i

1.251
1.(0

George Erickson leaves this week
for Chester, Pa., where he has employ*
ment.
Miss Ellen Olson spent the past
week in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. II. L. Killeran anil
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Killeran were
guests Sunday at the home of their
aunt, Mrs. Elijah Hrriman, who is
seriously ill.
H. V. Robinson has bought a farm
in Warren to which he will move in
the spring.
Funeral services for the late James
Creamer were held at the Baptist
church Sunday afternoon, Rfv. Sam
uel Clarke of Friendship officiating.
Mr. Creamer died at Silsby Hospital
where he had been receiving treat
ment for a few weeks. He had been in
railing health for some time but being
of such a very industrious turn of
mind, his many friends were not
aware of the grip that disease had
upon him until the news of his death
was received.
Theron Crouse was in Thomaston
Tuesday on business.
B. S. Geyer killed a cow for F. I.
Geyer Monday.
A very pleasant afternoon was spent
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Olson, who entertained in honor of
their daughter Elsie's fifteenth birth
day. The following guests were pres
ent; Mr. and Mrs. J. Lindell, Mrs,
Emil Lane and little son Richard, Leo
Lindell, Enoch Lindell. William Lin
dell, Mrs. R. Linsdedt, Elizabeth Linsdedt, George
Erickson and
Hilda
Schildt. Refreshments of ice cream
and cake were served and games were
played during the evening. Miss Elsie
Olson received many fine gifts.

Professional kBusinessoaiv

••«•

1 -Zd

2 00

DOCTORS SAY CONSTIPATION
POI.ONBYSTEM

ace

BURN

Otto Coke
$16 a Ton

ARTHUR L

M.B.&C.0. Perry

Attorney at Law

Telephone that Item ef news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
CORNER TILLROM AYR. art MAIM STREET
readers will see IL

TELEPHONE 487

Every lsaue of The Courier-Gazette
Those small ads in The Couriercarries
the home news of Knox county
Gazette are read by every body. That
Is why they are so popular and to every State in the Union and to
.eftecUve,

many foreign lands.

Dealer in Fianoa
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

j
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THOMASTON
Miss Mabelle Brown was pleasantly
surprised on her birthday last Satur
day evening by several of her friends.
The evening was spent with cards and
a general good time was enjoyed.
Edgar Daniels is seriously ill at his
home on Wadsworth street.
Mrs, John E. Walker delightfully
entertained Monday afternoon at. an
informal tea, the young people who
assisted her at her Hoover luncheon
and dinner last week.
The dining
room presented a springlike appear
ance, the table being decorated with
a b^iutiful centerpiece of daffodil?.
Mrs. Inez Schofield fell as she was
about to enter her house Tuesday
afternoon and broke her wrist.
Mrs. John McCoy entertained the
Weekend Club Tuesday. A fine din
ner was served at G o'clock which was
followed by an evening of 500, with
Miss Eliza Whitney as prize winner.
The Men’s Brotherhood will hold its
regular meeting next Monday evening
at the Methodist church. At the close
of the supper, which will be served at
G o'clock. Rev. Charles L. Seliger of
Vinalhaven will deliver his address.
“The Battle Cry of Freedom."
All
men in town are cordially invited.
The Epworth League of the Metho

dist ehurclv is invited to join the Ep- enjoyed an evening's sport, the prize, the fegular meeting of the Relief
worthians of Rockland in a valentine a large box of home made fudge, go- Corps Monday e.ening, about 25* being
A fine birthday cake was
party at 41 Beech street to take the ing to Joseph Bradley, the second present.
form of a ho? social, the boxes to he | prize, a box of sardines, falling to much enjoyed, the occasion happen
provided by tjie ladies and bought at Mrs. William Atwood,
ing to coinide with the birthday of
auction by the gentlemen. A short
Thomas McPhail, one of Thomas- one of the members, Mrs. Annie Rob
devotional service will precede the so- ton’s most popular young men and bins, who was presented with a box
cial. Please take G.45 car,
one of the staunchest and most loyal of candy and several pretty gifts. A
followed was
From a Rockland woman who with I workers for the Republican party, social evening that
her young son is spending the winter | having served a number of years on marked by an exciting pennut race,
ir, Los Angeles, Calif., Mrs. John E. ■ the Republican town committee? has with the housekeepers as captains.
Walker has received a check for $5 announced his candidacy for the office Candy and peanuts being served as
for the Hoover banquet, luncheon and j of postmaster of this town, Mr. Mc- refreshments The housekeepers were
dinner dance. $225 has been realized , phail’s connection with a banking Mrs. Georgia Robinson and Mrs. Ida
to date from the two functions.
| house takes him about the country, Parks with Helen Stetson and Adele
The rehearsal for the Mother Goose . hut at election time he always man- Brown as Good and Welfare commit
opera, to be presented in Watts hall j ages to get home to work and vote for tee. Next Monday evening Mrs. Lucy
jat an early date, will be held Saturday his party. He is an ex-service man, Peabody and Mrs. Angie Morse will
afternoon at 2 o'clock in the Baptist! having seen active service Overseas be housekeepers with Mrs. Lizzie
vestry. All children who have been during the war. It should be a pleas i Peaslee and Mrs. Annie Bickmore act
asked to take part will please be pres lire for our people to assist Mr. Mc ing on Good and Welfare committee.
Phail in his endeavor to secure this A large attendance is desired.
ent.
Miss Helen Meserve of Spruce Head
Capt. Edward Gonia has been or position, for we need him back in our
is spending a few days with friends
dered to Panama to take command of fold.
Supper was served at 6 o'clock at:jn town.
the mine planter Graham which is

stationed there. The Graham is the
largest and best mine planter in the
service.
There will be a cooked food sale
Friday afternoon at 2 p. m. in the
Baptist vestry.
A bowling party made up of 15 of
Thomaston and
Rockland experts,
met at the Princess allies Tuesday and

’

UNION THEATRE
THOMASTON

MOTION PICTURES
FRIDAY EV’NG, FEB. 11
Elaine Hammerstein in
“The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes”
Serial “Evil Eye"—12th Episode

Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant have
I returned from Pittsfield where they
were called by the death of Mr. Stur
tevant’s mother.
Harold Rider has returned from
Knox Hospital and is at the home of
his mother Mrs. John Rider, where
his wife and little daughter Jane have
been spending several days

ItiililiiLiiJtildiiuu
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FRANK O. HASKELL
CASH GROCER?

ROCKLAND, ME.

aaiBSiBM

TBS’

IlffiiQB

41 Ocean Street
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CASH PRICES FOR

THE LAST FOUR DAYS
OF THE GREAT TEN DAYS SALE

14 lbs.

Fine Granulated Sugar

5 bars Swift’s Pride Soap (regular) large cakes, 25c
Golden Rod Washing Powder, pkg. 7c; 4 pkgs. 25c
Cleanall, per can
19c ; 6 cans for
$1.00
Old Dutch Cleanser, per can 10c; 3 cans for 25c

SI.00

Brown Sugar, lb.............. 8c; 1 2'/2 lbs............... $1.00
Confectioner s Four X, per lb. . .10c; 3 lbs. . .28c
Best All Round Flour (Mansfield’s Best) bag $1.50
Three Crow Cream Tartar, % lb. pkg., each, 12c
4 packages for,
45c
6 packages Three Crow Soda for,
25c

12c
New Finnan Haddie, per lb.,
20c
No. I Salt Mackerel, per lb.,
15c
Tongues and Sounds, per lb.,
5c
Halibut Heads, per lb.,
Cod Bits, per lb., ’
15c
Slack Salted Codfish, per lb.,
15c
Slack Salted Pollock, per lb.,
8c
Fresh Oysters, per.jar,
40c
Roast Beef, per can,
23c
Deviled Ham, can
10c; 3 cans for
25c
Veal Loaf, per can,
20c
Shrimps, per can,
22c
Lobster, per can,
45c
Preserves, Strawberry, Raspberry and Pineapple,
per pound,
20c

Fancy Sweet Corn, per can,
10c
Can Peas (Wisconsin Sugar), per can,
I2V2C
No. 3 cans Tomatoes, each . . ,15c; 2 cans. . . 25c
No. 3 cans Pumpkin, each . . .10c; 3 cans, . . .25c
Maine Squash, large cans, each,
12%c
Maine Apples, large cans, each,
.
15c
Pineapple (large No. 3 cans), sliced in heavy
syrup (Superba Brand), can 35c; 3 cans, $1,00
Hatchet Brand Baked Beans, large cans, Pea
Beans or Y. E. Beans, each 15c; 2 cans 25c
California Peaches or Bartlett Pears, in thick
syrup, per can,
45c
California Prunes, in syrup, per can,
12*/,c
Luncheon Haddie, can,
10c ; 3 cans,
25c

COFFEE

COFFEE

Excelsior Coffee, lb.,
White House Coffee, lb.,
Hatchet Brand Coffee, lb.,
Superba Brand Coffee, lb.,
Vesper Brand Coffee, lb.,

32c
37c
37c
35c
35c

Home-made Mince Meat, per lb.,
15c
Nut Butterine, per lb. 30c; 5 lb. $1.45; 10 lb. $2.75
Farcy Creamery Butter, per lb.,
59c
Fresh Eggs, per dozen,
68c
Full Cream Cheese, per lb.,
35c
Neufchatel Cheese, each,
10c
Choice Norwegian Sardines, in pure olive oil, 20c

PRUNES,, per lb., 15c
2 lbs. for,
25c
DATES, lb. 2ffc

Salada Tea, Red Label, ^2 lb. pkg.,
35c
Salada lea, Red Label, small size, 10c; 3 for 25c
Hatchet Brand Tea, */2 lb. pkg, each,
29c
Shamrock Brand TeaJ/2 lb. pkg., each,
25c
Bulk Tea, per pound, 35c; 3 pounds for $1.00
Bulk Cocoa, per pound
15c; 2 pounds for
25c
Liberty Cocoa, small size, each,
5c
Large size, each,
20c

Pure Lard, per pound,
Compound Lard, per pound,
Fat Salt Pork, per pound,
New Smoked Shoulders, per pound,
Corned Beef, per pound,
Five Rib Roast of Beef, per pound,
Chuck Roast, per pound,

Stew Beef or Pot Roast, per pound,
Hamburg Steak, per pound,
Fore Quarters of Lamb, per pound,

18c
14c
25c
20c
8c
15c
12c
20c
20c
15c

(5 to 6 pounds average)

New Seeded or Seedless Raisins, pkg.
28c
4 packages.
$1.05
New California Prunes, lb,,
15c; 2 lbs., ' 25c
40c

Macaroni or Spaghetti, pkg.
10c; 3 for
25c
Colburn's Cassia, per can,
7c; 4 cans for, 25c
Fancy Whole Head Rice, ib., 10c; 3 lbs. for 25c
New Granulated Meal, per lb., 5c; 10 lbs. for 45c
New Bulk Rolled Oats, 6 lbs. for
25c
Vermont Yellow Eye Beans, quart 24c; peck $1.75
California Pea Beans, quart,
15c; peck,
$1.00
Dried Peas, per quart
12!/2c; peck,
75c
Graham Flour, 5 lb. package, each,
35c
Cream or Argo Corn Starch, package,
10c
Jones Soda Crackers, Pilot Bread or Common
Crackers, per pound,
15c

Jiffy Jell, per package,
Corn F lakes, per package,
Shredded Wreat, pkg.,
15c; 2 pkgs.,
Pancake Flour, per package,
W

'i !'f'"!

three candidates at its last meeting.
The many friends of Ralph Lewis
will be glad to learn that he is a little
more comfortable.
Mrs Fond has recovered from her
recent illness and taken her place at
the lunch room again.
Euda Lermond has returned from
South Union where she has been car
ing for Mrs. Burkett.
Ellis Baum of Rockport spent the
weekend in toxvn.
Miss Doris Messer is in Rockland
for a week's visit with her sister, Mrs.
Murray Whalen.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Tuesday
with Mrs. Ellen Burkett.
The farm buildings belonging to
John Fuller were destroyed by fir
Tuesday. A brush fire was started
and got beyond control. It is under
stood that Mr. Fuller had no insur
ance on his buildings.
The farmers in this vicinity havi
their ice harvested. The ice is of very
good quality this year.
Mrs. Helen Paul of Washington was
a caller at W. C. Perry's recently.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Sukeforth and
two children of South Liberty, visited
at A. J. Sukeforth’s Sunday.
Addie Robbins and grand-daughter
Muriel _J)ave gone , to Morrill for a
week’s Wisit with her sister, Mrs. Fred
Barlow.
Mrs. Will Hall and youngest child
who have been quite ill are better.
They are attended by Dr. Plumer of
Union.
Henry Brown and Delmar Hannon,
were weekend guests of J. C. Sim
mons.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins were at
Union Sunday.
Mrs. Ida Lenfest of Danvers. Mass
and Shirla Miller of Burkettville were
callers Saturday on Mrs. Alice Rob
bins.
• • • •
Mrs. Irene V. Bryant celebrated her
90th birthday Sunday (Feb. 6) at the
home of her son, W. J. Bryant, with
whom she lives. A daughter, Mrs.
F. C. Flint of Rockland, and the
youngest son, Ralph Bryant of Wood
fords, were present on the happy oe
cation, the oldest son, O. S. Bryant of
West Somerville, Mass., being unable
to join them. Mrs. Bryant enjoyed
the day, and especially the following
lines written by her youngest son:

Puritan stock of sterling worth.
Clinging to Maine, the State of their birth.
Traveling but little for profit or fame,
Making their earthly home in Maine.

In picturesque Camden, on Penobscot Bay,
A girl was bom, 90 years today:
None could predict what the future had in

store

For Ute life beginning on that rockbound shore

Not alone was this young maiden
Born to cheer whom she should meet,
For other members of the family
She found waiting her smile to greet.

10c

\2c
25c
15c
iir tf

Lamb Chops, per pound,
Smoked Ham, per pound,
Sliced Bacon, per pound,
Liver, per pound,
10c; 3 lbs.,
Pork Roast, pound, 28c. Pork Chops, pound,

25c
Onions, 1 2 lbs. for
35c
Potatoes, peck,
2c
Turnips, lb.,
Cabbage,
4c
Squash,
5c
Cooking Apples, pk., 35c
Oranges, dozen.
40c
Fancy Eating Apples,
6 for
25c

Large Lemons, 3 for 10c

30c
40c
30c
25c
30c

Horlick’s Malted Milk,
$ I size
75c, plus tax
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Med
ical Discovery,
a
Favorite Prescription,
Pinkham’s Compound,
Var-ne-sis
Father John’s,
Swamp Root,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
per bottle $1.00 plus tax

TELEPHONE 316
MAIL AUD TELEPHONE ORDERS
CAREFULLY FILLED

••awl ■ » sSfc3srtSf.: t BMWSmw

Time rolled on and wrought its changes,
Childhood joys were swept away.
Yet for this life God was mindful,
Ninety years ago today.

An old-time family, ten in number.
Sisters six and brothers four,
All save this one of the sisters
bong since crossed to the other shore,
'Twas foreordained in years long gone.
Tills maiden should not walk alone,
From happy union with Joseph B
Was a daughter bom. likewise sons three.

A gentle, loving, cheerful mother
Ready* and willing to serve and cheer,
booking back for almost a century
'Tis fitting w*e celebrate this 90th year.

.I,
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E B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $ 1.00 STORE
THOMASTON, MAINE

GRAND AGATEWARE

SALE

TWO DAYS, FEBRUARY 11

AND 12

Blue and White Lined Assortment consisting ot the following:.
80e Preserve Kettles, sale price .................................................................... 59c
$2.00 Disli Pans, sale price each ................................................................. $1.00
$2.00 10 and 12 quart Water pail, sale price ................................. ......... $1.00
$1.50 und $2.00 Berlin Kettles, sale price ................................... .............. $1.00

$1.25 Coffee Pots, sale price ............ .................................................................. 75c
75c Wash Basins, sale price ......... ................................................................. 39c
75c Sauce Pans, sale price ............................................................................... 39c

Blue Brilliant Assortment consisting of the following
10 Quart Preserve Kettle
12 Quart Mixing Bowl
10 Quart Water Pails
14 Quart Dish Pans
To be sold at a special price of 79c each. These are worth
$1.10 to $1.50 each piece.
Hundreds of other useful items in our kitchen department; many new
ones, open for your inspection.

SALE STARTS 9 A. M. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE BARGAINS

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10 CENT STORE
Thomaston, Maine

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

LEONARD H. SNOW

Funeral services of the late Leon
ard H. Snow will be held at the family
residence on Ocean Avenue at 2 o’clock
this afternoon, and will be under the
auspices of Claremont Commandery.
K. T., of which he was a past eminent
commander.
,
News of Mr. Snow's sudden death
Fine line Turkish Towels, were
in this city Monday afternoon proved
$1.39...................................... now 98c
a great shock to the friends of the deBungalow
Aprons, were $1.98
ceaked throughout Knox county. Par
.............................................now $1.00
tial paralysis some years ago had lost
Children's Sweaters, were $4.85
to him the use of both arms, but with
.................... ......................now’$2.79
tho faithful and devoted assistance of
.All Blankets Reduced for Feb
ruary Sale.
his wife he had been able to carry on
Yard goods given away. Just re
his duties as town official. He came
ceived 500 yard sticks. Come in and
to Rockland Monday afternoon and
get one.
called at the office of a local attorney,
who made comment that Mr. Snow was
looking better than usual that day.
PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
"I am feeling •better than I have at
FOR THOSE SPECIAL GIFTS
any time in the last ten years.” was
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
the reply. 'With no warning that he
was soon to be face to face with his
TAKEN DAY OR NIGHT
Maker, Mr. Snow walked into the
Phone 33-11
Glover block mill on Tillson avenue,
spoke to a friend and fell unconscious.
and Pastor Turner will give an ad A physician who arrived within a few
dress covering various phases of the moments, pronounced Mr. Snow dead.
situation in China. Mr. Eastman will The body was taken In charge by the
serve the committee as treasurer and Burpee Undertaking Co., and taken to
it is hoped that our village will make the late home of the deceased at In
a very hearty response to this appeal. graham Hill.
Mr. Snow was born at Ingraham
Hill, March 16. 1870, being a son of
SOUTH WARREN
the late Eben* Snow1. His mother,
Miss Lula French who has been whose maiden name was Laurette Rob
home for several weks, returned to bins, died while he was in his child
hood, and the boy was reared at the
Gardiner Wednesday.
Miss Inez Page of Bangor is visit home of his grandfather, Milton Rob
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank bins. He was educated in the com
mon schools of South Thomaston and
Page.
Mrs. Edna (Spear) Beale of Phillips Kasota, Minn., receiving a supple
is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. mentary training in the Rockland Com
mercial College. He was in Minnesota
John Spear.
Alfred Lermond of Oyster River was three years, being employed there as
shipping clerk and bookkeeper by Mr.
a caller at C. J. Copeland’s Tuesday.
Mrs. Netie Copeland and Mrs. Laura Green, the largest stone contractor in
Copeland called on Mrs. Ellen Stevens, the Stale at that time. He returned
to Maine in the fall of 1889, and be
Spear road Sunday.
Mrs. Pearl Hall and daughter Estelle came employed as carpenter by the
were guests of Oliver Libby Saturday. W. H. Glover Co., In the capacity of
Mr. and Mrs. Hibberd Young ot No. foreman.
In 1901 the town of South Thomaston
Cushing were guests at Walter Buck
elected him as chairman of its board
lin’s Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Creighton of Thomas of selectmen. In the intervening years
ton was a recent guest of Miss Susan he had been elected ten more times to
that position, enjoying always the con
Creighton.
fidence and esteem of the taxpayers,
and admired for the plucky fight
FRIENDSHIP
which he was making against obstacles.
Mr. Tucker, school superintendent, He was an ardent and enthusiastic
Republican, always.
has been in town for a few days.
Mr. Snow was intensely devoted to
Mrs. Herbert Messer who has been
caring for her mother, Mrs. Albert the cause of Masonry and had passed
Cook, returned to her home in Union through all the chairs of the local Y'ork
Rite bodies—a privilege which has
Sunday.
Mrs. Bert Stevens of New York ar been enjoyed by very few men, and
rived Saturday and is now caring for which entitled him to membership in
an exclusive fraternal Organlzatioi)
her mother.
Mrs. George Collamore is at Sils- known as the Past Masters’ Associa
by Hospital where she was operated tion.
As a young man he was exceedingly
on last week.
She has been serious
genial and companionable, with a
ly ill for several weeks.
strong sense of humor. These traits
Mrs. B. A. Murphy and Mrs. Ellie
were not swallowed by the affliction
TVincapaw who have been in Portland
which necessarily limited the scope of
for a few days. ha’v<* returned borne. his activities in more recent years.
Herbert Messer of Union spent the His friendship was valued for its loy
weekend at Capt. Aubert Cooks’.
alty and sincerity.
Mr. Luee of Washington spent the
Mr. Snow was twice married, his first
weekend with Alton Wallace.
wife being Miss Clara Whitney of In
Bradford Kenney wishes to thank graham Hill. His second and surviv
the friends who so kindly remember ing wife was Adelaide Ward of South
ed him with a post card shower, Jan. Thomaston. Mr. Snow is also survived
31, his S3d birthday. Mrs. Hiram by one son, Stanley.
Chadwick a near neighbor presented
him with a birthday cake. We would
add that Mr. Kenney is much young
A. C. MOORE
er looking and is very smart for one
of his years, scarcely a day passing
PIANO TUNER
lhat he does not walk to the store
or the village, which is more than a
With tb« Main klutla Camauy
half mile distant. He is one of the RESIDENCE TELEPHONE. B4-«. BOCKPOHTT
mqst respected citizens.

Thomaston

Advanced SPRING PRICES on all

Childhood days were spent in Camden
Where mountains greet the rising sun
Where this life ,first sought its welcome,
Back in eighteen-thirty-one.

NEW WALNUTS, per
pound,
25c

New California Layer Figs, per Ib.,

Hilliard Hart was home from Bowdoin Tuesday.
Messrs. Clark, Dv.inal. Hobbs and
Elliott are spending a few days at
Hobbs' Pond.
Mrs. Jack Hollins came home from
the Rockland hospital Wednesday.
Fred Waterman underwent an op
eration in a Rockland hospital this
week.
Keystone Chapter will work the
Royal Arch degree Friday evening.
Supper will be served at 6.30.
Camden will be represented at the
big Rockland Food Fair Feb. 21 at the
Arcade. This big fair promoted by
Rockland's Masonic Orders promises
to be an even bigger sucess than any
prA’ious. The Bay View Garage Co.
has engaged space for an exhibit of
the 1920 new model Moon and Velie,
which cars, by the way, are quite the
big noise in the motor world at pres
ent, especially the new Moon car
which is being billed as the most
beautiful and luxurious ear on the
market. Mr. Jamieson and Mr. Allen
will be on hand to give you the de
tailed features and specifications of
these wonder
motors.
The Lily
White exhibit will be one of the fea
tures. If you want to see the two
best perfected motors in the world to
day don’t miss this Moon and Velie
proposition. The Bay View manage
ment have secured the services of
Walter Elliott, covering the entertain-,
ment end of the exhibit, and he is
writing special songs for the occasion.

Father and Mother were pioneers.
Passing the milestone of 80 years,
Bl.izing the trail as they went along.
Praising their Maker in prayer and song.

COFFEE
BULK

————— ■ ■' II,

CAMDEN

UNION

MORE THIN fl WEEK OF BARGAINS

■
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Dear Mother, we greet you this joyous day
Proud that your life has so long a stay.
But though it is long and at times rough the
way.
Yet God has gently led you since ninety years
today.

WARREN
K. J. Hanley is at home from Wa
terville for a few days.
Mrs. William Tibbetts of Rockland
was a guest of Mrs. Ward Stetson
Tuesday.
Mrs. Delia Hayes of Somerville is
at the home of her mother, Mrs.
James Teague.
Mrs. Fannie Wyllie and Miss Edna
Boggs, will go Thursday to Portland
for a few days.
Hiram Moody was in town over
Sunday from Searsmont, where he Is
engaged in teaching.
The woolen mill operatives are re
suming work again this week.
Mrs Charles French
and
her
granddaughter are in town from Mas
sachusetts.
Maynard Packard went to Portland
Tuesday.
Mrs. Evelyn Davidson of Philadel
phia $vas a caller on Mrs. R. C. Clark
Tuesday.
Miss Vannah who has been visiting
at Thomas Robinson's returned Tues
day to Winslow's Mills.
A committee composed of George
1 Walker. N. B. Eastman and Rev Mr.
Turner have in hand the work of mak
ing an appeal to Warren pedple in the
interest of suffering China's millions.
Envelopes . will be distributed as far
as possible to receive gifts and a specfal service will be held at the Baptist
church Sunday evening in which the
Congregational church w ill unite. A
large chorus choir and special seiectionu will provide the musical program

Cordon Hosiery

LOWEST

PRE-WAR

PRICES

The Store Where You Save Money
Everything in Meat and rGoceries Large can Bar’lett Pears in heavy
syrup, per can ........................... 4... 30c
advertised last week remains at the
same low prices. Will mention below Yellow Cling Peaches, large can in
heavy syrup, the best, per can 32c
only articles which have slightly Pipk Salmon, tall can ............
14c
changed in price.
Per dozen cans
$1.50
A full line of Extra Heavy Western Sun Made Raisins, per pkg. . ............25c
Per dozen packages ................... $2.75
Beef.
Fancy Light Molasses, gallon ........... 90c
Top Round Steak, best cut, Ib...........25c Finnan Haddie or Cod, per Ib...........12c
Rump Steak, best cut, Ib..................... 30c
)0 lbs...............................
$1.10
Very best Corned Beef, corned yes
terday, brisket or middle rib, per
Everything in the grocery line is as
pound .................................... 7c and 8c cheap as before the war; even grain
Pure Lard, the best, in 10 Ib. pails, • '» %heap—but the milkman keeps tha
per pail
,.....................................$1.75: price on milk 14c per quart. We
In 5 Ib. pails, per pail ......................90c' would suggest to everybody to use
A No. 1 New Smoked Shoulders. Ib. 18c evaporated Milk—Libby’s, 2 tall cans
Strictly Fresh Country Eggs, doz. 58c' for 25c. For your one benefit, leave
Wan-Eta Cocoa, Ib. can ................... 23c the milk man until he comse down to
10e per quart. This is a fair price in
Genuine SALTINES (not soda crack
comparison with other articles of food.
ers) for Saturday only, 20c Ib., by
Look over our advertisement of last
the can containing about 5 lbs.; or
week—Feb. 3—and everything not
22c Ib. for less amount.
mentioned here remains at the same
price. It will be for your benefit to
Fine Granulated Sugar in 2 and 5
Ib. pkgs., per Ib............................ ....... 8c look the prices over.
In 10 Ib. bags ............................_,....75e
Everything is first class.
These
At these prices we will sell you all prices will remain the same as long
you want.
as goods last.
With every $5.00 worth of meat or
An order of $10 worth of goods, not
groceries we will sell you a 25 Ib.
including sugar, we will deliver free
bag of Fine Granulated Sugar at
anywhere in the city limits.
7c per pound.

cash and
‘carry

New Crystahzsd Citron, Ib............. „..50c
Fancy Potatoes, peck ..........................30c
Bushs! ............................................... $1.00
Sweet Florida Oranges, large size.
per dozen ............................. -......... .'...50c
Medium size, per dozen ..................35c
Main and Willow Street*
Sweet California Oranges, large size,
per dozen ..........................................50c j Telephone 105-M
; : ROCKLAND

Carrs

MARKET

Every-Other-Day
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Fernald,

In Social Circles

Maurice Haskell,
Louise
Marion and Irene Weymouth,
Bessie and Eva Hunter, Meriel Anns,
and Maurice and Doris Fitzgerald of
Camden. The children departed after
a very happy afternoon, wishing the
host best wishes for many more such
bjrthdays.

| Sherer,

In add:.Ion to peraon.il notes recording depnftures and arrivals, this department especial
ly desires information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Sole’ sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................................................... 770

Mrs. R. L. Winslow is visiting her
daughter. Mrs. L. M. Withee, in Port
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert F. Libby an land.
nounce the
engagertient of their
■daughter, Julia, to Srrgcant Robert
Mrs. Mary A. C Norton is critically
L. Bridges of Camp Bragg, North ill at the home of her daughter In
Carolina.
Norwich, Conn.

Leon W. Sanborn
was a visitor in the

of Vinalhaven
Mrs. Mary E. Jameson of Natick,
city yesterday. Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. F.
The crack shortstop of the Vinalha- A. Winslow’, Claremont street. It Is
vhn Old Timers’ team is in fine fettle her first Rockland visit in 10 years,
for next summer’s annual game with and at the age of 80 she is enjoying it
Rockland.
as keenly as in her youthful days.
Miss Frances Hanrahan, bookkeep
Irving Tuttle and Frank St. Clair
er for the Livingstone Manufacturing lire home front Bowdoin.
Co., is spending a fortnight’s vaca
tion with relatives in Boston.
Mrs.
Herbert Howard
returned
Wednesday from Winslow’s Mills.
. Miss Marion Copeland of Warren
Ladies Night at the Elks Home this
was recently the guest of Mr. and
evening.
Mrs Warren Gardner.

The Harmony Club dropped Its
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Redonnett of
Bristol Mills, have been guests this studies yesterday, and spent a purely
week of Mrs. Redonnett’s parents, social evening at the home of Miss
Kathleen Singhl. A picnic supper wasCapt. and Mrs. Lawrence Brown.
served at 6 o’clock. Valentine cards
Mrs. Fred R. Spear yesterday after graced the tables and hearts served as
noon entertained at auction the ladies place cards. Each heart bore the name
of the Luncheon Club, The favor fall of a guest, while on the reverse side
was a question of musical character
ing to Mrs. Joseph H. Wiggin.
to be answered. The advertisement
Percy Blaisdell, who has been at contest was won by Miss Gertrude Satending Syracuse University, has re vilie, the prize being a bowl of bulbs.
The Club meets next Wednesday with
turned to his home in this city,
Miss Bertha Luce in Thomaston.
Mrs. Charles Chapman has returned Rockland meihbers are asked to make
from Vinalhaven where she was called a special effort to take the 10 minutes
by the death of her mol her, Mrs. Mary of 7 car.
CBTyter.
Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. Charles A.
F. J. Simonton returned Tut sday Mitchell and Mrs. Ralph Trim give a
luncheon and auction at the home of
from a trip to Gardiner.
Mrs. Perry next Monday.
Frank E. Southard, a young lawyer
frdtn Augusta and called an eloquent
Two hundred and eight apprecia
speaker, will give an address excln- tive citizens filled the tables at the
“slvely for members ot the Woman's public supper given last evening by
Educational Club next Monday even the ladies of the Universalist church—
ing in the Methodist parlors. His there was a call for tickets far be
subject will be the one on which in yond that number hut the ladies con
formation is most greatly desired by scientiously refused to sell beyond the
the new voters and concerning which confortable seating capacity of the
questions were asked at the recent tables. Several guests were present
meeting wlieh other city clubs were from, out of town, the reputation of
present "The Pros and Cons of ihe the Universalist cooks being wide
Tlie appetizing menu in
Maine Primary Law.” An open forum spread.
will follow. A special reason for in cluded baked beans, cold ham, escalterest in this topic is aroused because loped potatoes, fruit Jelly, cabbage
this law1 is threatened with abolish salad, coffee, and a variety and de
ment by the present Legislature, and liciousness of cake that fairly outdid
a hearing on its amendment will be this social organization, long famous
in that particular connection. Two of
held next Wednesday. It is a current
the church circle committees united in
report lhat both parties favor doing
giving the supper: Mrs. Ada F. Mills,
away with this law'.
Mrs. Augusta C. Tibbetts, Mrs. Mary
Messer, Mrs. Martha Spear, Mrs. Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Howatd U. Waltz re
garet Benner, Mrs. Emma Crockett,
turned from Portland Tuesday night. Mrs. Cora Williams, Mrs. Cora Gard
ner, Mrs. Fannie Harvey. Mrs. Nina
The Garland class of the Methodist Beverage, Mrs. Annie Haskell, Mrs.
church is to meet Saturday evening Carrie Robbins, Mrs. Henrietta Sim
at 7.30 with Mrs. Roscoe Staples, 7j mons, Mrs. Annabelle Berry ar.d Miss
Spring street. There is urgent busi Lucy R/iodes, and these were assisted
ness to be put before the meeting and by a large and efficient corps of wait
all members are requested to be pres ers drafted from the society’s young
ent.
women.

Mrs. Blanche M. Hall and daughter
Elinor left Friday morning for Phil
adelphia to join Mrs. Hall's husband.
Arthur E. Hall. He is first mate of
the Steamer Orasha, and has just ar
rived from three months, trip Over
seas.
*
____
4
Some of the younger set of the
Northend are spending most "of their
time in making patchwork quilts this
season.
John O. Stevens of the Burpee Fur
niture Co., was in Boston the first of
the week on business-

Richard A. Rhodes of Portland was
the guest Tuesday and Wednesday of
his cousin. Miss Caro Littlefield, Limerock street. He brought with him
his infant daughter, who will remnin
at tlie Littlefield home for the pres
ent.

Simontons

Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Parker S.
Merriam will be glad to learn that
their little twin daughters. Virginia
and Dorothea, are recovering from
their recent attack of
measles and
pneumonia.

Miss Doris Smith entertained at
luncheon at her home Tuesday even
ing in honor of her birthday. A
theatre party at the Park followed.

Sherwood E. Frost proved an ad
mirable host to some of his little
friends Saturday, when be celebrated
his 11th birthday. Games were played and victrola music enjoyed. The
dining room was prettily decorated in
pink and white, and a dainty lunch
was served consisting of fancy cook
ies, ice cream, candy, apples and a
very pretty birthday cake which, of
* course, was the attraction in the Cen
tre of the table, having pink and
white candieR and H lighted candles
as decorations. Sherwood received a
great many pretty gifts. Those inn*
i’4
vited were: Lester Sherer, Lloyd

CHIROPRACTIC
Neuritis is a pain in the nerve. It
is really an inflammation of the nerve
and is due to a pressure on the nerve
as It leaves the spine.
Experience
shows that Chiropractic Vertebral Ad
justments given at these points relieves
the impinged (pinched) nerve and gives
relief in neuralgic*• cases
See your
Chiropractor if you are a sufferer front
Neuritis. He will surely help you.
Consultation and Spinal Analysis Free.
Diseases of Children a

Specialty

DAVIS & STURM
CHIROPRACTORS

V

*;

V. ,

Telephone

Cotton Blankets, large size, white, grey,
regular price $4.00; reduced to ....$2.39

by me as evidence of the square dealing that I have
given the public in the past.
I assure you that in the future I shall try as al

Plaid Blankets, were $6.50; reduced to $4.44

$7.00 White Blankets, wool finish' . .. .$4.44

We are still offering bargains which we think will

interest you.

.

$9 00 White Blankets, wool finish ....$6.44

268 Main Street, Opposite Studley’s

ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE

$10 95 White Blankets, extra fine wool,
silk hound ...............................................$6.94

SHALL OFFER-

BEEFSTEAK

Indian Blankets, silk bound, large, were
$6.98; reduced to .................................. $5.44

AT

$10 00 All Wool Robes .............................$7.95
$15.00 Plush Auto Rohes .......................$12.75

20c

PER

POUND

SMOKED SHOULDERS

$1.25 Crib Blankets, Indian and animal
designs; reduced to .................................97c

20c

AT

PER

POUND

CORNED BEEF

CLEARANCE SALE

8c

AT

-OF—

BED SPREADS

PER

POUND

BEEF ROAST

$8 00 Satin Quilt, cut corner scalloped $6.95
$11.50 Satin Quilt, cut corner scalloped $9.45
$3 98 Plain Hemmed Quilt, 72x82 .........$2.95
$3 50 plain Hemmed Quilt. 72x80 ....$2.77
$2 75 Plain Hemmed Quilt, 65x76 ....$1.95
$2 39 Plain Hemmed Quilt. 69x79 ....$1.85
$4 75 Plain Hemmed ^Quilt, extra large $3.87
$4 00 Colored Quilts; reduced to .........$2.95
$2 00 Crib Bed Spreads............................ $1.49

AT

12c,

AND

15c

18c

PER

LB.

BEST STEW BEEF
AT

20c

PER

POUND

These meats will all be cut by our new electric meat cutting machine and will be displayed in our new sanitary
refrigerating meat display cases.

CLEARANCE SALE
CORNER MAIN AND LIMEROCK STS.

M. B. & C. O. PERRY,

-OF—

BATTING
3 lb. Snow White Batts, extend 72x90,
were $1.75; reduced to ........................ $1.44
2 lb. Snow Write Quilted Batts, were
$1 35 ; reduced to ..................................$1.14
2 lb. Snow White Batts, 72x90 ...............94c
2^ lb. Comfort Batts, 72x90 ................... 84c
35c Batts, reduced to ................................. 24c
20c Batts, reduced to ................................. 14c

CLEARANCE SALE
-OF—

SHEETS
—AND—

SHEETING
$2 50 Sheets, 81x90, now.......................... $1.37
$2 00 Sheets, 72x90, now ........................$1.17
59c Pillow Cases, now .............................. 35c
81 in Unbleached Sheeting, standard make
90c value; reduced to ....%...................54c
54 in. Unbleached Sheeting, Pepperill
Mills, was 75c; now ................................ 49c

CLEARANCE SALE
-OF—

LONG CLOTHS

EMBROIDERIES
AND LACES
50c Long Cloth, 40 inches wide, 33c; 10
yard piece .............................................$2.95
39c Long Cloth, English White Lily, 25c;
10 yard piece ....................................... $2.25
32c Long Cloth, Chamois finish, 20c; 10
yard piece ...........................................$1.79
Embroideries and Laces reduced to ........

......................................... 4c, 9c. 19c, 29c, 39c

CLEARANCE SALE
-OF—

BEDDING
$1.25 Pillows, sterilized feathers. A. C.
A. tick ...................................................... Me
$3 DO Pillows, half down, A. C. A tick $2.44
$4 50 Bunk Mattress, Wool (hozedl $3.77
$4.0(1 Bunk Mattress (wool) . ................ $3.44
$'l 75 Bed Sprlns, woven wire, double
cross cable support, 4 ft. ti in............ $3.44

CLEARANCE SALE
I

CARPET ANNEX

CLEARANCE SALE
—OF—

HOSIERY
Gents’ Half Hose, cotton and wool, high
grade,’seamless, all sizes, sold for 50c;
reduced to ................................................... 29c
$1.50 Gents’. All Wood Worsted Hose, all
sizes, brown, black, natural ................. 85c

$3.00 Gents’ Ribbed Sport. Hose ........... $1.59
Nemo Corsets, self-reducing, discontinued
model, sells for $5 50; reduced to ..$4.45

$4.00 Washable Kid Gloves, black, brown,
sand, grey; reduced to ........................ $3.25

Muff Bed Foundations ..$1.00, $1.25. $2.75
Sign Muslin ..................................................50c

C.H. Morey’s Shoe Store

THRUSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

$8.00 White Blankets, wool finish ....$5.94

ways to have on tale complete lines of Shoes for the

entire family and at prices that will interest you.

clerks to show you the machine in operation.

Wool Finish Blankets, silk bound, were
$6 .50 ; reduced lo ..................................$3.94

FOR THE LIBERAL PATRONAGE given me during

the past f«w days at our Big Shoe 9ale. It it accepted

We most cordially invite you to come in and see this wonderful machine in operation, which marks an
other forward step to improve both the quality and service of the HOME OE BETTER MEATS. Ask our

Cotton Blankets, full size, white, 'grey,
regular price $3 50; reduced lo . ..$2.19

$1 10 Felt Stair Carpet ..............................$9c
$1.25 Fibre Stair Carpet ......................... 79e
$1.50 Printed Tapestry Stair Carpet ....95c
$3.50 Crass Rues. 36x72, stencilled hoeders, green, red, brown ..................... $1.95
75c Overdrape, fancy patterns, also plain
patterns .................................................... 39c
55c Cretons, 36 in wide; reduced to ....29c
$15 00 Fiber Art Squares, 6x9, now ..$8.44

I THANK YOU

cooked or fried in their own fats.

BLANKETS

F. H. STAHL, D. C.. Graduate AdJusUr

400 Main St, Rockland.

This machine cuts steaks, chops, roasts, etc., of an even thickness and uniformity which is almost im
possible to accomplish by hand. The steaks and chops are slightly filmed on one side of the cut with fat or
tallow. This is a very fine cooking medium, as acknowledged by the public of the large western cities where
these machines have been in operation for the past six months, as all meats are wonderfully improved when

OF

' > ■

—FOR—

NEURITIS

WE HAVE INSTALLED A VICTOR
ELECTRIC MEAT CUTTING MACHINE

Clearance Sale

SEARLES—MOORE

Kendrick F. Searles
and Miss
Phyllis G. Moore, were married Sat
urday evening, Feb. 5, at the Metho
dist parsonage, Rev. J. Stanley Cross
land officiating. The young couple
guarded their plans so jealously that
the marriage did not become generally
known until yesterday. The bride is a
daughter of Fairfield H. Moore, keeper
of the RoeklalTd Breakwater light and
fog station. The bridegroom Is a son
of William A. Searles, and recently
enlisted in the Navy. He is attached
to the submarine base in New London,
Conn., where he served during a por
tion of the World War.
His 10-day
furlough expires tomorrow, and he re
turns to New London on the early af
ternoon train, followed by the best
wishes of many friends, who have al
ready forgiven him for putting one
over on them. The bride will make
her home in this city.

That We May Serve You Better

Terry Cloth, was 50c; now ........................29c
We are again making the famous

MAIDWELL WRAPPERS
Sklect

your percale and have them made
to order.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

ROCKLAND

*
"THE SUNSHINE CITY”
Rockland Man Tells About St.
‘ Petersburg, Fla., Where
They Give Away a News
paper When It Rains.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
St. Petersburg is railed The Sun
shine City, and the weather man is
credited with favoring this part of
Florida with more perfect outdoor
days than any other section of the
United States. The Evening Inde
pendent, a local daily paper, gives
away its entire circulation absolute
ly free to everybody on any day thut
the sun does not shine. The record
is 57 free issues in ten years. The
winter tourist soon gains confidence
in the constancy of old Sol and de
lights to linger and grow fat and
lazy with nothing to do but indulge in
the good things to eat, while his
pocket book becomes an emaciated
shadow.
St. Pete—as the city’s name is
usually abbreviated—has its own
municipal gas plant, street railway,
water works, pier, swimming pool
and bathing beach. Electric car fares
are but five cents. Central Avenue,
ihe main business street, has hundreds
of benches along its wide sidewalks
which are filled with tourists. The
streets are 100 feet wide and paved
with brick; as there is no dust or
smoke, sprinkling is unnecessary, and
one is impressed with the absolute
cleanliness.
Outside of the climate, the great
est attraction to the tourist is the
open air sports and recreations. ‘Wil
liams Park, located in the center of
tlie city, i* the Mecca of all visitdrs
who wish to participate in the games,,
or sit on the benches and watch the
sports. Those who like music can se
lect a seat, either in the sun or shade.,
and listen to selections rendered by
Weber’s Band of Cincinnati, assisted
by vocal artists. Two concerts are
given daily, and on a recent afternoon
it was estimated that 15,000 people
were in the
park.
The principal
games are roque, dominoes, bowling
on the green, tennis, quoits, chess and
checkers.
A Rockland friend told the writer
before coming here that St. Peters
burg was an old man’s paradise. It
was no doubt intended for a joke but
one cannot help noticing the scarcity
of young men among the visitors.
They are mostly good home folks,
business and professional men w’ho
are down here to hide over the freez
ing term at home. and to forget for a
brief time the hurry and nerve break
ing grind of northern cities. Every
man is a “mixer” and there is not
that exclusiveness so noticeable at
some of the Maine summer resorts.

« • « •

Nearly all of the states have a Tour
ist Society and there are many social
gatherings’ where one can
meet
friends from home or arrange outings
to Pass-a-Orille. Clearwater. Tarpon
Springs. Bradentown, etc. Dr. Kid
der, a Crescent Beaehlte is a promin
ent member of the Maine society and
Is very active In looking after the
welfare of people from Ms state. In
the City Hall are rest and recreation
rooms and an information bureau;
also a hall for social events and meet
ings of the different state societies.
The registers show that up to Feb.
1st 21,047 tourists had registered.
Ohio leads with 3023 and Maine Is
well represented with 465. But there
are many who do not register. This
is especially true of the tent dwellers
or, as they are called, "The Tin Can
Citizens.” St. Petersburg has allotted
a tract of land In the suburbs called
Tent City where tourists who tleslrt
can pitch their tents and spend the
winter. The city supplies water an;’,
electric lights and the department of
health looks after the sanitation.
There are about 2,000 of this class of
Visitors here, most of Whom came in
their autos. A greaf variety of ears
are parked, from ‘he fnodest Tin IJz-

zie to the elaborate house car with
accommodations for eating, poking
and sleeping.
No description of St. Petersburg
would be complete without mention
of the beautiful cottages, gardens ot
1’Orps and flowering shrubs; towering
palms, pines and oaks festooned witli
Spauish moss. In the suburbs are
large orange and grape fruit graves.
We were fortunate to be in Taftipa
during the week of the South Florida
State Fair, and found the city in hol
iday attire in honor of the event. In
many respects this fair is not much
different from those in northern states
with agricultural, horticultural and
livestock exhibits. There is, of^ourse,
the usual midway and some daring
aviation stunts.
A unique feature is The Gasparilla
Carnival, which is a reproduction of
the landing of the pirate king Gasparilla. He and his erew sail up the
bay in a queer looking craft, firing on
the city, and when they land they de
mand the key of the city, which is
given to them by the mayor. On the
last night there is a grand ball and
street dance.
Cigar manufacturing is the chief
industry of Tanyw. The cigarmakers
are practically all of Spanish or Cu
ban descent. They live in a section
of Tampa ealed Ybor City and have
their own post office, bank and thea
tres. A visit to this section, with its
strange shops, restaurants and stores
is very interesting. H. A. Howard
St. Petersburg, Fla., Feb. 4.
THE

RED FLOWER'S MESSAGE

[For The Courier-Gazette]
“And .have you learned to wait?” I ask,
“If so you love tlie best;
You wear while working at your task
Love's flower iqion your breast.
The crimson bloom you plucked beside
The little murmuring rill,
Then but a hud now blossomed wide,
' Love's promise to fulllU.”

”Tes, I have learned to wait.” she said
"Since spring of yesteryear;
Then flowers of white and none of red
Did in m.v path appear;
But disappointment and false hope
Have led me other waya;
1 schooled myself with llynn to cope,
And now the red flower says
"Tliat you have gained a lesson true
By many a mystic sign,
For joy enhanced will come to you
And lead where you divine
That broken faith had tarried long
And passed you at your gate:
But Love is never over-strong
Till we have learned lo wait”
Bernard Aubrey Pitman.
Appleton, Feb. 5, 1921.

Miscellaneous
MADAME
LeNORMAND’S Famous Cele
brated Gypsy Witch Fortune Telling Cards sent
postpaid on receipt of $1. J. 1. WILLIAMS
BOOK CO , Worcester, Mass
12-19
$300.00 a month easily made working spare
time in your home town or city. Experience
no; necessary. Either sex Address THE FRA
TERNIT1BS, Richmond, Maine
12-19
RECORD EXCHANGE -AI1 kinds of Phono
graph Records exchanged and for sale.
12
RANKIN STREET, Rockland, from 6 to 9 p. m.
11*18
DENTAL NOTICE—1 wish to announce that
I am now’ in my office every day. DR. J H.
DAMON, Dentist Telephone 593-R.
10-tf

LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail or
ders sol!cited HELEN C. RHODES.
18-tf

INCOME TAX RETURNS—I am prepared to
give assistance iu making out tax returns.
ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel 77.
6-tf
ENGRAVED CARDS—(all at this office and
examine styles
If you already have a plate
bring It In and let us print you cards in latest
size. THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
3-tf
NOTICE—R B Fillmore is authorized to rep
resent The Courier-Gazelle in Knox county and
to receipt for money paid on new and old sub
109-tf

scriptions.

ACCORDION PLEATING, MACHINE HEMSTITOHING. PICOT EDGE. COVERED BUT
TONS.
Orders promptly #lle,l.
PHYLLIS E

TOLMAN. 18 Leland St

AA A

AA

^x

Tel. 27O-.I.
xx zx

5»24

XX Xx xx xx xx
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For Sale
FOR SALE—Two-family dwelling in Appleton; stable and orchard; formerly G. H. Page
homestead. For particulars write to MRS C
E. RfPLEY, 391 Washington St , Bath, Maine.
18*21
FOR SALE ^Dort Sedan equipped with four
new tires and tubes, 3 spares Bargain. ROB
ERT U COLLINS, 375 Main street
Tel 77.
18-tf
FOR SALE—-33^4 ft, sloop lx>at rigged with
sails and power. Inquire of (’. T. BRAGG,
Second Hand Store, Rankin Block.
iT-tf

FOR SALE—HORSES -Twenty good accli
mated horses. ERNEST HOWARD, South Hope,
Maine
17*20
FOR SALE—Household furnilhinj/s,consistIng of stoves, chairs, tables, etc, also small
hen-house. MRS. H. E. DOW, 39 Holmes St.
16*49

FOR SALE—Hard wood, sawed stove length,
$7 50 cord. Cord wood $5 50 cord In woods
Also wood on stump by the cord or junk very
reasonable price. NIKKO OJALA, Thomaston.
Tel. 27-3.
15*18

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
three lines inserted ortce for 25 cents, 4 times
FOR SALE—Dump cart, jigger, hayrack, for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
grocery wagon, harnesses, and some spare col for one time, 19 cents 4 times. Six words
lars CORTLAND CROWLEY, Ash Point. 15*18 make a line.
FOR SALE—Collie puppies, male $5, female
$3. C. E OYERLOCK, Warren, Me. R. F D.
No. 2. Tel 173-4, Thomaston.
14*21
Lost and Found
FOR SALE—A new milch cow. ANDREW
OLSON. K. F D No 2 Box 73, Cushing 13*16

LOST—All black shag cat, answers to nan
of Nigger. Last seen Tuesday noon. Rewar
FOR SALE—Good band picked Baldwin MRS. M F KALLOCH, 82 Limerock strw
apples by bushel or barrel. Will deliver in
_____________________________ 18
city limits or to steamboat wharf. Orders left
at Dr. Damon’s dental office or at residence
FOUND A man’s brown suede lined glov
Phone connection. DR. J. H. DAMON.
12-tf call at 35 BEECH STREET; tel 617 M 18

FOR SALE—Smoke damaged furniture, In
LOST A white cotton fancy knit glove, Sun
cluding stoves, beds, couch, rugs, chairs, etc. day, between Brewster street and North Main
Apply at premises, 22 BREWSTER ST.
10-tf or Main and Maverick Square. Reward 18-21
FOR SALE—Tlie Isaac Jameson homestead,
FOUND--Brown leather fur trimmed new
opposite Oakland Park ear station. The farm mitten, ladles size. Call at THIS OFFICE
contains almut 38 acres. Splendid pasture and
18-21
quantities of Retries. Wood for home use
LOST—Gold wrist -watch
Reward If re
Orchard of 40 trees, mostly all winter fruit.
See GEORGE K. JAMESON for terms, just turned to MINERVA STOVER. HI Limerock
17-20
across the road, or write Rockland, R. F. D. street.
122 G.
10-tf
L08t—Silver bar pin set with stones, Jan.
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport, 20, on the street or In Havener hall. Finder
15 18
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth ; plenty notify COURIER-GAZETTE.
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
LOST—Army blanket, between Stickney Cor
home. Address DICKEY KNOWLTON CO., Bel ner and Rockland
E. W. F. in one corner.
fast, Me
7*tf
Please notify E. W. FARMER, 37 Sea Street.
Reward.
1
5
•
18
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines
These engines, one of them in good shape, but
both in good running order. Will sell either
Wanted
one of them at a trade Can be seen at my
mill. The reason of sale is that 1 am going
WANTED -Get busy, keep busy. Is your job
to use electric motors for grinding.
L. N.
unsafe? Is it permanent? You want a life
LITTLEHALE.
4-tf
long business You can get into such a busi
FOR SALE—In Camaen, 17-rodm lodging ness, selling more -than 137 Watkins products
house on Chestnut street., near P. O. and Y. M. direct to farmers if you own auto or team or
C. A. Beautiful view of water and mountains; can get one. If you can give bond with per
fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or un sonal sureties. We back you with big selling
furnished. Bargain if taken at once. Call at helps; 52 years in business; 20,000,009 users
42 CHESTNUT STREET, Camden. Tel. 41-12 of our products. Write for information where
ou can get territory. J. R. WATKINS CO .
134-tf
lept. Ill, Winona, Minn.
18*21
FOR SALE.—Double tenement bouse, 28 and 30
WANTED--Washing and ironing, also croch*
Masonic Si . with extra lot of land on Grace
Street
Will sell together. Apply to R. U work of all kinds Apply at 18 PINK STREE3
ii*it
COLLINS. 375 Main St., Rockland, or MRS. E
KELLEV, Fairfield. Maine.
79-tf
WANTED—At once, chamber maid and chef’s
17-19
FOR SALE—Delicious sweet cider, freq|i every dishwasher. HOTEL ROCKLAND
day from choice apples Delivered anywhere
WANTED—360 Egg Incubator, Buffalo or
Drop me a card
JAMES H SIMONTON Cyphers
preferred; also canopy top brooder.
Rockland. R. F. D.
120-tf
II. M. ROBERTSON. Tel. Thomaston 27-22.
17-So
WANTED—Tenement or flat or 5 or 6 roon
To Let
In Hocklnad or Rockport
No children
family. E A. CHAMPNEY, Western Unlo
TO LET—Large front room furnished, elec Rockland. Me.
17-20
tric lights, hot water, beat; one, two or three
WANTED—Capable woman or girl for house
people as desired. Reference required. MRS.
work. No washing or ironing. Must be good
(NIPPING, 39 Limerock street
18-21
cook. Good wages
Apply to MRS. H H.
TO LET An upstair apartment for house STOVER, 111 Limerock street.
17-20
keeping, of four rooms, iinfurnisluMl
MRS ('.
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
0 EMERY, 28 Pacific street
Tel. 518-M
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN S.
4-tf
RANLETT, Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14.
15tf
TO LET—Three unfurnished or partly fur
WANTED—The address of George Freeman,
nished rooms for light, housekeeping.
Rent
reasonable to right parlies. Apply 33 PUR who has storage at 130 Main street. Last
address Bath, Me
MRS. ENOCH RAWLEY,
CHASE STREET.
16*19
Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-5.
15*18
TO LET—Small tenement. Apply to L. F. J
WANTED
—
Clerks,
(men,
women) over 17, for
CHASE, 45 Middle street Tel 665-2.
16-tf j
Postal Mail Service, $125 month
Examina
TO LET—For a lady who would Hke a nice tions Feb
Experience unnecessary. For free
clean, comfortable room for the winter months particulars of instruction write J. LEONARD,
Inquire at THIS OFFICE
14-tf * (former Civil Service Examiner), 1057 Equit
able Bldg, Washington, D C.
15*19
TO LET—4 furnished rooms for housekeeping,
at the Southend
Inquire L. BREWER, 39
WANTED—-Winnowing machine in good con
Park street.
12-tf
dition. State price. A. L. BABB1DGE, Rock
ville, Me
15*18
TO LET—Tenement. 194 North Main street,
bath room, hot and cold water, electric lights,
WANTED Will pay Mtot cash for stock of
fireplace, bay window; on car line; arc light goods, grocery or general store. Address BOX
in front of house. Near Country Club. TELE H, Rockland
7*18
PHONE 695-5 or 226 M
9-tf
WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
TO LET—Furnished rooms, well heated ; bath paid for heavy or light sails. VV. F TIB
MRS OTIS. 39 Grove St Tel. 182-2.
C-tf
BETTS. Sallmaker, 61 Front Street. Tel, resi
dence 775-W.
89-tf
TO LET—Somebody In needing a liouze or
rooms
Advertise yotira in this column and
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
you’ll gel an application Immediately.
3-tf
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, 12 and 2 and 6 and 7. MRS. HAWLEY. 780
and musical instruments or anything that re High St.. Bath. Me. Tel. 725
100-tf
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
J. R. FLYE. 221 .Main St... Rockland
451f
WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens. High
est prices paid.
BAY VIEW FARM, North
Haven. Me.
155*38

U A want ad finds the

party who wants yow
property in a few day*

WANTED- Experienced
woman THIS OFFICE

Printer—man
o
143-if

WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
paid for heavy or light sails
W. F. TIB
BETTS, Sallmaker, 661 Main St., opposite foot
of Cottage St. Tel. 233-J. Residence, 775-W.

89-tf

Every Issue of The Courler-Oauette
carries the home news of Knox county
to dkery State in the Union and to
many foreign lands.
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Page Eight
BACK IN OREGON

Mrs. E. L. Cox Tells hjow She
and Hubby Swung Around
the Gulf Circle.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Suppose you are wondering if we
have arrived in Oregon yet. Yes, we
stepped foot on Oregon soil on the
afternoon of Wednesday. Dee. 22, after
a three months’ trip covering nearly
10,000 miles. Some globe-trotters we
are! We had a most wonderful trip
and saw quite a bit of our own'
United States. Our time was only’ too
limited in Rockland, we found w’e could
not see many of the friends we would
have enjoyed seeing so much, but if all
goes well, we shall not stay away so
long next time.
Twelve years is too
long to be away from your old home
town, but, thanks to the columns of
the dear home paper. The CourierGazette, we keep posted on what hap
pens.
In Baltimore, we called on friends
and had a most pleasant visit.
Our
next stop-off was Washington, D. C.,
where we hunted up our old friend.
Mary Jackson, formerly of Rockland,
and made an appointment with her
to meet after her business hours.
Meantime we took a sight-seeing trip
of three hours, taking us to the many
places of interest in this wonderful
city. At the appointed time Miss
Jackson arrived and we went to din
ner, after which we took a walk, then
went to a theatre. Mr. Cox’s mother
and sister reside in Pittsburg so we
made a two week's tarry in the
’’Smoky City.”
From here we went to Cincinnati,
O.. where we had a very pleasant time.
Theda Bara was playing in person in
'The Blue Flame," which we enjoyed
grqptly. This being her home city,
they gave her a great ovation. We
made a short stay in Louisville. Ky.
The streets are wide and well laid out
and had a very clean appearance. The
next stop was Mobile, Ala., the air
was nice and balmy, as we sat in the
park and watched the passersby.
Everything has the Southern appear
ance here. After taking a trip around
town we started for the hotel and had
got within a short distance of it
when there came a sudden downpour.
We with many others, took refuge in
a band stand. But it can rain in the
South! This part of the South was
very interesting. As we rode through
the "yellow pine" forests we observed
how the trees are all tapped for the
product from which turpentine is
made. We also passed through cot
ton fields, and saw sugar cane being
gathered in the cane fields.
At our next stop the principal indus
try was of quite a different kind.
While it is a summer and winter re
sort, and most beautifully located on
the Gulf of Mexico, it is noted for its
fine oysters and seafoods.
This is
Biloxi, Miss. We remained here five
days as we liked so much. The cli
mate was great. The three windows
in our room overlooked the Gulf, and
as the schooners came in with their
cargoes of oysters, shrimps, crabs and
fish, often anchoring in front of the
hotel, it made us think of Rockland
harbor. You see we still like the salt
water. Biloxi, Miss., is the third old
est city in the United States. The
home of Jefferson Davis is near, and
is used now as the home of the Con
federate soldiers of the state of Miss
issippi. The old soldiers, some of
them over 90 years old, seemed to en
joy talking with people from the
North. The Davis home is just as it
was when he occupied it, with the
exception that a victrola has been In
stalled. From here we took the trolley
car for Gulfport, a most enjoyable
trip.
After leaving Biloxi, our next stop
was New Orleans, La., a very beauti
ful city. We visited city park, took
car rides and had a most enjoyable
stop-over. Next in line was San An
tonio. We arrived here Sunday morn
ing, and it was a most beautiful sum
mer day in December. San Antonio is
an historic and very interesting city.
We, with other tourists, took a sight
seeing bus to visit the numerous
places of interest, visited the old
missions, Mexican quarter, parks and
other points. Leaving San Antonio,
Sunday morning for El Paso we spent

|
j

|

a very pleasant evening with friends
and took in some of the sights of this
city. We found it a little cooler here.
The trip from El Paso to Los An
geles 1s near the Mexican border in
Arizona, through mountains, plains,
sage brush, occasional Mexican set
tlements and little towns.
As we
neared Los Angeles it was a treat to
the eyes, to see the orange groves and
other fruit and vegetation. From Los
Angeles we took a side trip to San
Diego where we were very pleasantly
entertained by old Rockland friends,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cook and fam
ily. They took us on an auto trip and
showed us the many places of interest
in this beautiful city.
Thence we went to Ocean Beach
where we spent a few days with Mr.
and Mrs. John Johnston
(Grace
Flanders) also formerly of Rockland.
We had one round of pleasure all the
time we were there. They have a
fine home, most beautifully located,
overlooking the Pacific ocean and San
Diego bay. When we returned to Los
Angeles we had a few hours and so
tried to locate two .of Rockland’s
former residents who have recently
located here, Elden Davis and Justin
Cross, but were not successful so we
took the train for San Francisco,
where we visited the Cliff House, Seal
Rocks and saw the Golden Gate. We
saw quite a little of the city. About
this time we were getting anxious to
get home so we did not make any
more stops until we arrived in Port
land and the "old burg” looked good
to us after our three months' absence.
We had a most wonderful trip, and
hardly see how we could have en
joyed it any more, as weather condi
tions were very favorable most of the
time and we both had excellent health.
Josephine Cox.
Beaverton. Ore., Jan. 17.

Every-Other-Day

THE GRADE PUPILS
nterest In Spelling Matches a
Highly Commendable Fea
ture of Young Folks’ Work.

The catbird, a winter visitor on
Broad street, has been furnishing the
pupils in Grade 6, McLain Building,
interesting nature and language les
sons.
• • • *
The pupils of Grade 2 McLain
Building are preparing for a spelling
match between the boys and the girls
to take place Friday afternoon. Who
will win? '
....
The following pupils of Grade 2 Mc
Lain Building have had 100 in Arith
metic for a whole week—Cynthia
Wasgatt. Thelma Blackington. Paul
Browne and Hugh Benner.
* * • •
Four pupils of Grade 1, Tyler Build
ing were not absent or tardy during
the month of January
Their names
MERICAN industry will soon be under
are: Frances Crute, Edna Kaler, Le
roy Radley and Lucy Sewall.
full headway again, wheels will be turn
• • • •
Not to be out done by their older
ing and manufacturers will be looking for
brothers and sisters, the children of
Grade 1, Purchase street school re
factory cities where they can get developed
cently held a spelling match. Virginia
’roctor won out.
. • • • •
water power in the form of electric energy.
The pupils of the Second Grade at
the Tyler Building have recently dra
matized the stories of the "Three Billy
Goats,” "Gruff.” and “The Cat and
the Fox." which they can do very
In Maine, they will find water power de
nicely.
• * • •
veloped and ready.
.
Grade Five, Grace Street, has Just
finished a contest in Arithmetic. Nor
ma Hutchinson led the class, making
only one error in three weeks. Wes
ley Wasgatt was second and Alice
FRIENDSHIP
Hellier third.
The people of Maine have seen their ad
• . . •
The people of this place are very
The pupils of Grade 8C are showing
vantage, they have developed water powers,
glad to learn that Rev. A. F. Leigh
great interest in their spelling work.
has nearly recovered from his cold.
they have financed it by keeping some of
There is to be a house party, or In January they held two old fash
Valentine party, at the home of Mrs. ioned spelling matches, both of which
their investment money at home.
Geneva Brown Monday evening, un were won by Kenneth Moran, son of
der the auspices of the Ladies Aid. Maurice Moran. 17 Crescent street.
• • • •
All are welcome and are requested to
come dressed as a pretty or comical
The splendid weather has aroused
valentine. Light refreshments will an interest in summer sports in Grade
be served and the admission is ten SA and two baseball teams have been a
If you wish to share with more than 5,000
cents. A fine of twenty-five cents will formed On the boys’ team Raymond
be charged for those who aren't in Perry is captain and Billy Large, man
other residents of Maine in the ownership
costume.
ager, while the girls chose Carolyn
Mrs. Sadie
Miller has returned Perry for captain and Eleanor Snow
and in the earnings of Maine power, why not
home after a two weeks visit in for their manager.
• • • •
Thomaston with her daughter, Ger
invest, as they have, in Central Maine Power
trude Oliver.
Crescent Street, Grades 1 and 2.
Mrs. Georgia Cook has been visiting Five pupils of the second grade have
Company 7% preferred stock?
Mrs. Albion Palmer at Rockland.
averaged 100% in Arithmetic each day
Austin Cook motored to Rockland for two weeks—Norman’ Barbour.
one day last week.
Kenneth Cousins, Albert Babbidge, AlWalking seems to be the latest fad. gie Staples, Arthur Webber. Out of 21
There is one smart woman in pupils in the Second Grade. 14 aver
Friendship and everyone is certainly aged 100 in spelling each day for two
If you are interested in a home investment
proud of her.
weeks.
•
•
•
*
The Ladies Aid met with Mrs.
which not only pays a fair dividend but
Mamie Wincapaw last Wednesday af
The members of the Domestic Sci
ternoon. A large number were pres ence Department are expressing words
which also helps to build up your home state
ent and a lot of work was accom of appreciation to Lucien Green for
plished. Everyone enjoyed the de his kindness in repairing and putting
and which makes for lower taxes and higher
licious treat and are loking forward into perfect running order “The White
to a prosperous year with the new Rotary Machine".
The department
prosperity why not send in the coupon?
president.
has now two sewing machines which
The friends of Cuba Collamore are greatly facilitate the work of the girls
very sorry for her long sickness and in the dressmaking department.
• « • •
they all hope for a speedy recovery.
There Was a good audience at the
Every pupil a good penman" is the
Methodist church Sunday
morning, slogan this term in Grade 8-A. In the
and Rev. A. F. Leigh prached a very free^arm oval contet, Raymond Perry
interesting and helpful sermon.
got the best results while Joanna Pat
Friendship Is certainly proud of her terson was a close second.
Grading
baseball team.
by aisles, aisle 4 got the best results;
Friends of Stacey Simmons are very the pupils there being Winston Fifield,
glad to hear that he is improving.
Blanche McCurdy, Marion Richardson.
Amber Elwell and Lura Harden.
* * • ♦
APPLETON
Grade 4. Crescent street—In arith
The body of Mrs. Lucy Frohock metic for the past month, Elizabeth
I Martin was brought to Appleton Sun Kirkpatrick, Dorothy Butman, Charles
day and buried in Pine Grove Ceme McAuliffe, John Hayer are leaders;
(of which the Knox Electric Co. is a part)
tery. Mrs. Martin has been a great average rank, 98%. In Grade 3 Mil
dred
Witham,
Charles
Seavey,
Merrill
sufferer for more than a year from
cancer. Her many friends in her home Wall rank 99%. - Grade 3 writing con
town extend sympathy to the bereaved test for best work for the month: Best
family5. She leaves to mourn her loss: papers. Charles Seavey. Clarence Sim
her husband. Palmer Martin, six mons, Mildred Witham and Bessie
Critch.
daughters, and two sons.
« • • •
Miss Marie Kellar of Thomaston
At Purchase street the children of
was in town Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fogg were at Grades 1 and 2 ’enjoyed a Bubble Book
brought by John Moulaison, Grade 2,
North Appleton Sunday.
COUPON
Miss Florence Gushee is at home containing records of “Old King Cole,'
Central Main. Power Company,
Bo-peep,"
and
“
Simple
Simon.
”
Hav

from Oak Grove.
Augusta, Maine.
ing finished their study of the Eskimo
Miss Annie McLain is ill.
Please aend me, without obligation, infor
and his home the Second Grade at
mation about Central Maine Power Company
Purchase street expects to begin to
7%
Preferred Stock.
talk about the children of Holland
and is planning a Dutch Village for
Name . .... ...................... . ..............................................
the sand table.
* * • •
Address .......................................................................
When they ask for
Several of the pupils of Grade 6 at
the Tyler School are wearing the na
C.-O. 2-10-21
give the
that
tional colors. Red was chosen for the
class color. Those who get an aver
age of 2 in daily work are entitled to
be paid
who
wear the blue ribbon, while those who
earn an average of 1 wear the three
herself
baking.
colors. Nineteen pupils of Grade 6,
Tyler Building, have not been absent
nor tardy during the last month. For
The
tribute paid
12 sessions the boys have had a per
Between
Snowman and Elmer G. Beal of Rock
EAST WASHINGTON
feet attendance. The record for the Minstrel, Raymond Perry.
ASH POINT
land and Bernice L. Witham of Ash
girls is not as good, owing to the fact the scenes these readers will give the
Point; his mother, Mrs. M. L. Snow
that some of them have had measles. missing links in the story: Helen Fi
Eugene
A.
Snowman
who
died
Jan.
field, Mary Winctienbach, Blanche
B. H. Lincoln was a caller in this
man of Ash Point: two sisters, Mrs.
« * 0 ♦
23. was a great sufferer from rheuma Maud Carlette of Rockland and Etta
The Sixth Grade Purchase Street McCurdy, Elmer Gross, Lura Harden, place Sunday.
tism
and
for
the
past
eight
years
has
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vannah call
C. Martin of Bangor; and one brother,
observed the birthday of Charles Helen Gregory, Marion Richardson,
been an invalid at home. He was a Walter L. Snowman of Ash Point.
Dickens A sketch of the life of Dick Mary Pratt, Carolyn Perry and Bar ed at W. M. Prescott's Sunday.
kind
neighbor
and
a
good
friend.
He
Mrs. Clara Overlock dosed a 10
ens was read by Annie Leonard, and bara Wiggin.
week term of school at South Liber was a motorman on the electric car
the following extracts from ‘‘David
running from Rockland to Crescent
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
ty last Saturday.
Copperfield’;
"Childhood of David
WASHINGTON
Beach for two years before ill health
Elwin
Fitch
of
South
Washington
Copperfield,” Anna Lissok: "The First
- t
caused
him
to
give
it
up.
For
the
past
Attorney at Law
is stopping for an indefinite time with
Day at School,” Helen Staples; “My
two years he has been tenderly cared
Mrs. Elizabeth Dow and son Walter his aunt Mrs. Lotta Prescott.
is the fact that after a woman has
SPECIALTY:
PROBATE PRACTICE
olidays,”
Margaret
Cuthbertson; who have been 111 the past week are
for by his daughter Bernice.
He
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs
"Peggotty’s Wedding,” Madelyn Bu- reported better.
ROCKLAND. NS.
411 MAIN STREET
leaves to mourn his loss: four children,
Allen Ripley who has been critically
used it once, she wants it again.
bier. The two weeks' writing contest
IHU. K4X-W. M-tf
Arthur Snowman of Gardiner, Fred
Herbert Cunningham was In South ill with pneumonia is much better.
in Grade 8. urchase street, closed Mon Liberty on business one day last
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert of Ra.
From that time on, she judges all
day. Evelyn Elwell continues to hold week.
zorville were at C. E. Overlock's last
first place, followed closely by Clare
Don't
forget
the
Farm
Bureau
Sunday.
flours by William Tell and no other
Thompson. Medelyn Bubier and John
meeting at the Grange hall this
I. L. SNOW CO.
Scott. The youngsters are working (Thursday) afternoon.
flour will satisfy her.
hard for first places.
We
are
equipped
to make STEAM and GASO
Irvin Winslow of Medomak Camp
« • • •
LIBERTY
Farm had the misfortune to cut his
LINE
ENGINE
REPAIRS,
both marine and stationary.
Very impressive memorial exercises
foot last week so severely that he re
were held at the McLain School on
William Tell wins its favor because
Mrs. Alice Fuller visited Mrs. S. T.
Build
and
repair
Boilers,
Tanks
and Smokestacks. Oxyquired the services of the local phy
Thursday morning of last week for
Overlook recently.
sician who took several stitches in
acetelene
Welding
and
Electric
Welding.
Gov. Parkhurst. Promptly at 8.45 the
S. T. Overlook made some 20 dozen
it is always clean and pure and fine.
.
superintendent, teachers, and pupils, the wound.
axe handles this winter by hand and it
We
have
a
large
stock
of
Steam
Fittings, Pipe and s
Supt. of Schools A. F. Barnes was proved to be some job.
Be sure of best results by using
led by Ralph Atkinson as color bearer,
in
this
place
Friday
on
business.
Boiler
Plates.
assembled on the grounds around the
Mrs. John Comeau is visiting rela
• • • •
William Tell.
flagpole. In the midst of a gently
tives in Auburn. She Is cook for the
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS
High
School
Notes.
falling snow storm the pupils watched
Comeau & Child's Lumber Co.
Exercises were suspended Thurs
Lucy. Esther and Chrlstabel Fuller
the flag being brought to half-mast by
I. L. SNOW CO.
Mr. Lothrop, after which all jdined in day out of respect to the late Gover visited Mrs. E. Leigher Sunday.
It costs no more to use the
nor
Parkhurst.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
R.
Sukeforth
were
Rockland, Maine
singing America. Then Supt. Hull
A laboratory course In General in Rockland Saturday on business.
spoke to the children paying a tribute
best. Just tell your grocer—
Mrs. James Overlook has gone to
to the late governor and explaining Science has been added to the school
the meaning of exercises such as were curriculum and the course is open to Augusta where she has employment.
William Fell.
Seniors
only.
,
Mr.
and Mrs. Joel Overlook are vis
then being held. After this talk all
The Senior class is planning to iting Mrs. Overlock’s father. James
joined’ in giving the flag salute then
give a play entitled “A Little Mis Overlock.
marched back to their rooms.
take” in the Grange hall Feb. 18. The
* ♦ * »
John Overlock is working for Lewis
Grade 8A is to give a dramatization play which is a comedy in two Light.
acts,
promises
to
be
very
entertain

of the "Lady of the Lake" in 12 scenes,
Lewis Light Is visiting his brother,
To represent the different characters ing. Specialities will be introduced Edward Light, in Augusta.
between
the
acts
and
dancing
will
Stanley Powell, went to Augusta
the following pupils have been chosen
Lord
James of Douglas,
Philip follow the entertainment
Saturday. He is hauling a big lot of
ESTABLISHED 1868*
Rounds; Ellen. The Lady of the Lake,
lumber to the Comeau mill.
Winola Richan; Roderich Dhu, Win
O. B. Fuller is putting a fine lot of
CRACK FISHERMAN SOLD
ston Fifield; James Fitz James, Her
wood into the Prescott & Leigher mill.
DISTRIBUTORS
bert Prescott; Brian, the Hermit
Schooner Matthew Greer, 112 gross In fact all the lumber yards are fast
Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Ralph Atkinson; Malcolm Graeme tons, built in 1910, and one of Glou filling up.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
Billy Large; Malise. John McLoon cester’s crack fishermen, has been
Owing to the great wave of crime
Red Murdoch, Sidney Bird; Lady sold by shipbroker, Divid W. Simp which is sweeping over the country
of 4% per annum.
Margaret, Helen Feeney; Blanche of son, 282 State street, Boston, at pri almost every household has acquired
m:... r ■wwwmags granaaail
Devan, Amber Elwell; Allan-bane, the vate terms, lor foreign account
some means of defence.

Maine’s opportunity
is close at hand—

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta, Maine

more-they

finest tribute

to

prides

the

can

housewife

on

her

finest

to

William Tell
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FLOUR

L N. LITTLEHALE GRAIN

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

CO.

Deposits $2,263,152 49

'

ROCKLAND, MAINE

